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BCBC must reduce Courthouse costs 
'Terrace council will 
continue its consideration f 
the rezoning of a parcel at 
Kaium and Olson following a 
public hearing on the 
proposal. 
The hearing was held as a 
mandatory stop in ~the 
rezoning of the land to enable 
the building of a courthouse 
and health unit on, that 
parcel of Crown land. 
About 20 people attended 
the meeting, including 
council • members and 
represe~tatives of the B.C. 
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Bui ld ing "Corporat ion development, along Kalum, the brief 
(BCBC) which is responsible stated. 
for the constructton of the BullcUng the two facilities Traffic demands would 
facilities, onKalumwillhave the effect .increase in. the area which 
A brief from municipal of extending the central wouldheastrain'onthispsrt 
planner JohnFcNairney was business area to the north of Kalum. 
im~sented outlining several and could create a potential McNairnay also pointed 
concerns about he proposed adverse impact on land use out that BCBC has requested 
C~ 
Cat. Terry Mac.Fadden and Sgt. Bud Cummings of the 
Terrace RCMP Highway Patrol spoke with Caledonia 
graduating students his week in at 
faiali~ies during graduation time. 
storm drainage, sidewalks 
and paving of Oison which do 
not exist in other areas of 
town and which could he 
developed Only at substantial 
cost to the taxpayers of 
Terrace. 
Cost of these ' off-site 
services, which have been 
estimated between $100,000 
and ~00,500 have been an 
ongoing point of contention 
hetween council and the 
BCBC with each side 
denying responsibility. 
Representatives. from .the 
BCBC did not elaborate on 
their present' stand con- 
~ .  the off-site costs at 
the public meeting. 
Findings of the meeting 
were referred to the #an. 
ning committee of council. 
RCMP 
Report 
A leader window valued at 
approximately $20 was 
smashed by vandals 
Tuesday, according to 
Terrace RCMP. 
The loader belonged to {he 
Department of Highways 
and was parked at the gravel 
pit on Old Lakelse Lake 
Read at the time of the ac- 
cident. 
A Terrace resident 
reported his vehicle" bad 
been damaged while it was 
parked downtown sometime 
during the weekend. 
• Damage to the rear 
" Grad N ght safe ~hic idwsaest imatedat  
. . . . . .  " ! ' . . . .  . • :•  . .  , .  
Drinking and driving, a Highway Patrol told ,.the need to impress 'others can Holding parties dos~ to "~ 
lethal combination at all Caledonia committee. ~ ' ' he extremely dangerous, town, using charter buses, 
times, can destroy the "We don't condone an- Every second river in this approaching local U •~ • 
festivities at graduation time t 
in the event of death or in- 
on the highway. 
That was the message 
from theTerrace RCMP who 
spoke to the Caledonta. 
graduation committee this 
week as part of Grad 
Awareness '78 a provin&- 
wide program to make grad, 
night free of fatalities., 
"We want to make grad a 
happy event," Sgt. Bud 
Cummings of the~Terraco 
darage drinking, but we 
know no matter what we do 
we can't step it," he ex- 
plained. 
The point Sgt. Cummings 
stressed, w~is that if the 
youths do drink they should 
stay out of the driver's eat 
afterward. 
Sixteen and 17 year olda 
are still learning judgement 
in driving as ~ell  as in 
driulfing, and combining the 
two factors along with the 
age group killed on the road 
is impaired, Sgt. Cummings 
stated. 
The odds of someone in 
this age group meeting with 
a fatal accident are 165 to I, 
he said, which are "not very 
good odds no matter how you 
look at it." • ' 
Sgt. Cummings uggested 
several ways the grads could 
still enjoy graduation hight 
without endangering their 
lives. 
businesses to sponsor 
transportation for the night, 
and getting parents to drive 
wore some of the ways the 
students could stay out of the" 
driver's eat. 
One member of the grad 
committee described the 
presentation as "effective" 
and asked the RCMP to 
rotum to Caledonia to give 
the talk to  the entire 
graduating class, along with 
a videotape on the subject. 
HOrner Warns against Arab boycott 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Industry says. rece ive  government ,  branch offices in Saudi 
Minister Jack Homer has In an earl ier report assistance. Arabia or any other Arab 
warned thatcompaninscom- released lnstFebmary, two Homer said Canada has nation in order to cir- 
plying with the Arab boycott companies were said to have net gone as far as the U.S. cumvent the U.S. boycott 
of Ismci will he named by complied with uuaccept~hie government because. "The law. 
the ~overnment in 'its heycottproviaious. American standard may The minister also said 
program tocombat the Arab appear to he high in the withdrawal of government 
CONDEMNS REPORT United States, but it has big assistance is a powerful 
and any other international A spokesman for .the "loopholes." deterrent o any company 
commer~ialboycott. Jewish community has He said a U.S.. contemplating compliance 
However, in an interview condemned the latest report, multinational company need with Arab boycott 
after tabling a report on the saying it is evidence of the only deal through one of its provisions. 
application of the govern- government's wsakokneefl Dlkd "o-a-e 
ment anti-boycott policy approach to the troublesome, Dam 
Tuesday, Horner refused to boycott question. The report 
name the one company was ambiguous and lacked 
known by the government to specific comments, the , , 
have complied with the spokesman said. By TIM NAUMETZ lawyers will take the matter 
boyc0ttbetween Aug. 1,1977, Homer told reporters the BROCKET~ Alia. (CP) -  all the wa~' to the Supreme 
Indians continued to Court of. Canada if and Jan. 31, 1978. decision to name in~llvtdual 
companies which comply blockade an irrigation dam necessary. 
Homer said that company, with boycott provisions was on the Peigan Indian reserve REPORTERS BANNED 
the only one to have con- havened Canada's policy in made by the cabinet last today, despite contempt-of- Band officials today 
December,. ' court proceedings facin~ bannedrepor ters  from 
that period, agreed to a,  them in Alberta Supreme; entering the reserve, 
general boycott clause in a Canada will continue to C~rt. claiming"news coverage has 
~5-mlllion contract and had withdraw government , Chief Nelson Small Legs .created misconceptions. 
government services with- assistance from any com' told reporters theblockade Indians guarding the weir 
drawn last August. The pany which agrees to will continue, although he teday turned back reporters. 
company later renegotlated suspend all commercial said his band still wants to Irrigation workers, backed 
thecontract and government dealings with one country in negotiate a settlement inthe by about 75 riot-equlppbi 
services were restored, order to secure a contract dispute. RCMP, inspected the dam 
Under the latest policy, with another foreign nation, The band is defying an in-. ~' Monday but made no effort 
any company complying It is primarily Arab "Junction granted last week to respen.wcir flood gates. 
with such bcycottprovisiosa countries that have by the Alberta Supreme The central issue in the 
as refusing to trade with demanded companies sever Court, restraining the dispute is ' contested 
Peigans from interferin~ ownership of 4,1 'acres of 
Israel is denied the sub- commercial links with Israe! with irrigation workers 'riverbed land on which the 
stantlnl federal assistance as a condition of doing 
offered to Canadian foreign business with them, Kuwait, trying to open weir gates, irrigation works sit. The 
traders and businessmen, and Libya are hard.liners in The band, 'which wants band says these acres were 
colhpensatinn for the use of never transferred to 
pushing the boycott, ,but reserve land on which provindal ownership and it 
Until now the federal Saudi Arabla was showing 
government has refused to some willingness to irrigations works are wants $500,000 in immediate 
located, has shut off water to compensation as well as 
name companies that have negotiate, the industry ~ a Lethbridg#Northern I ri- an acre annually for each 
,complied with the boycott minister said. , and thus lost government gatlon Distrl~t canal for acre of land irrigated by 
assistance. . Homer said ministry of- three weeks. ~ water flowing through the 
• ficiala have been war~ 'The blocknd~ has cut off' dam, 
"The decision to proceed companies about he naming water to about '133,000 acres CalLee, executive director 
with naming • companies provision for almost six of irrigated land, 950 farm of the Alberta government's 
from which services have months, families and 2,700 residents Indian secretariat, says the 
been withdrawn or denied is of communities north of province assumed ownership 
a meaningful measure to However, Canada's policy Lethbridge. of the canal in 1975, 
insure that the: sanction of still falls far short of United Irrigation district officials .. Lee said the federal Indian 
public opinion is brouglit o 'States law prohibiting filed a contempt-of-courl a f fa i rs  department ex- 
hear on companies or 'per- companies from signing application which was to he pruprinted 207.88 ac~ee of 
sons who flout the govern- contracts with boycott heard in Edmonton today., reserve land in1922 and solid 
ment's policy," the report, clauses, w~ther or not they Small Legs said band it to the irrigation district. 
Wine 
stores 
VICTORIA (CP) -- Raf( 
blair,' consumer and cor- 
porate affai/'s minister, said 
Tuesday that he expects the 
sale of beer and, wino will no 
longer be in government 
hands in four to five years. 
The minister said in an 
interview there is a trend 
across North America for 
governments to get out of the• 
liquor business, but he would 
not predict what type of 
outlets would ~ used in B.C. 
"I would not be surprised 
to see public pressure for 
wine stores in general and 
we'll have to look at the 
economic viability," be said. 
"It would probably involve 
the sale of beer as~wcii.'~ 
Malt, the minister' 
respansibile for liquor ad- 
ministration and 
distribution, said wine is al- 
ready being sord from 
wineries but it will be a Ion; 
time before the government 
• gets out of the liquor 
business. 
"If  we had to start from 
scratch, I'd say let's go to 
private distribution. Bu' 
we're so entrenched in this 
government business row 
with so much money in- 
volved, public servant~ 
included, that the dis-' 
entanglement procesf 
boggles the mind." 
The minister said he 
doubted that privately. 
owned stores would mean 
lower prices, and suggested 
they would not provide the 
same level of service or the 
variety now offered by the 
government monopoly. 
Welfare 
Addicts 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  British 
Columbia's proposed com- 
palsory treatment program 
'for heroin addicts could cut 
welfare rolls but is not likely 
to save money, Human 
Resources Minister Bill 
Vander Zalm said Tuesday. 
He said many addicts in 
larger communities are 
financing their habits with 
welfare cheques, . and 
possibly haitdicep 
allowances. 
LEG~/.~T~VE L IBRAR?,  COMP. 77/78 
P:~RI.EAM~NT BULLD/NGS, 
VICZORrA, B .C . .  ~L, 
USSR will change 
says report 
By ARTHUR L-" GAV- 
SHON 
WASHINGTON (AP) --  
The Soviet Union probably 
will bea profoundly different 
nation socially, 
economically, pciitically-- 
even militarily--within the 
next 10 years or so, says a 
secret NATO analysis under 
study by 15 world leaders 
meeting here. 
The portraltt drawn by a 
special international com- 
mission, follows a pmpesal 
below the national a~/erage 
of 18.2. 
--In contrast, the birth 
ra te .  in the Asian and 
Transcaueasian r~publlcs 
has,~climbcd rapidly to 
between 30 and 40 per 1,000. 
--By the year 2000, one of 
four •Soviet citizens, 
therefore, will he of Moslem 
origin, nearly doubling the 
1970 ratio. The role of Islam 
on Russian policy, especially 
• in the'Middle East, might 
become increasingly sig, 
nificant. The Asian 
population still observes 
some Moslem traditions and 
lives in the country's 
southern tier, near co-reli- 
gionints in Turkey, Iran, 
Afghanistan and China. 
--The'NATO" analysts left 
open the question of whether 
Moscow in the 1950s will be a 
net importer or a net ex- 
porter of ~ oil. 
written byPresidentCarter i i 5 killed in a year ago. The document is~ ~.i ~ i. ~, i~ ~. ) :. 
being ;~sct~ti~Ized :/by/::the : .•/,; 
heads of state of the NATO , ~ 
countr ies  meet ing  in a two-  Texas blast day summit hat ends today. 
Allied diplomats who are 
familiar with'the document, 
but whe would not he named, 
said ib examines the tran- 
sforming population makeup 
of the Soviet Union, un- 
certain energy supplies in 
the 1980s; a slowdown in 
economic growth; an ever- 
increasing arms burden; 
complications posed by 
Ch ina 's  deve lop ing  
capabilities; and the nature 
• .of the leadership likely to 
succeed the country's 
current' hierarchy. 
TEXAS CITY, Tez. (AP) 
- -  Six persons remained in 
hospital teday; two in critical 
condition, as officials tried to 
discover .what caused the 
• multiple blasts that killed 
five. workers' at an oil 
refinsry~, 
The bodies of three em- 
ployees were recovered from 
the plant. Two other workers 
died later from burns. 
By " late Tuesday 
, firefightera had subdued the 
was so bright from the fire." 
The blasts were felt in a 32- 
kilometre radius and 
Houston police an patrol 
about 56 kflometrco away 
saict hey saw an orange glow 
'light up the sky. 
Texas City lies on 
Galveston' Bay in an area 
said to house the highest 
concentration of pet-  
rechemicul industries in the 
world. 
In April, 1947, it was the 
The analysis tresses that 
the Russians are unlikely to 
unleash a major war of Inc. plant after a fire that 
aggression despite a had llt the pre-dawn sky like 
military.spending program a noonday san. A plant of- 
increasing at an annual rate ficial said the burning 
of five per cent. storage tanks contained 
• The Western officials . kerosene and fuel. 
released some of the Some 1,400 People 
document's content. BIRTH 
RATE DOWN 
On the Soviet Union's 
chang ing  popd la t ion  
structure: 
,--The birth rate of the 150 
million Soviet citizens living 
in the Russian Republic has 
declinedto 15 per 1,000, 
' last small pockets Of flames sc~me ofthe worst industrial 
at the Texas City Refining . accident in the U.S. when 
more than 500 people died 
after a ship carrying am- 
monium nitrate fertilizer 
blew up in the harbor. 
Tuesday's fire was con- 
fined to the Texas City 
Refining plant, although 
evacuated'from their homes there are other 'petrolmm~ 
in an 50-block' area were storage units nearby. 
allowed to return Tuesday. Rich Sherman, plant in- 
H.L; Coble. who fled his dnstrial relations manager, 
homeaboutakilometrefrom said it appeared a mal l  
the plant, said after the first explosion in a butane tank 
blast awoke him, "I got up touched off other blasts in 
and thought we bad left all the area of one of the plant's 
the lights in the house on, it,  refining towers. 
One of many pictures, currently being exhibited by the Hazetten Secondary School 
students in the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. The exhibition includes experimentation with" 
acrilies and tempera in abstract, realistic and surrealistic pieces. Kecently shown in the 
Smithers Art Gallery and in Hazelton, t~  pictures will be in Terrace until the end of 
June. 
I 
The K i t imat  Centennia l  Museum is  host ing a 
hotod is  la c 11 " p ' p y a ed  P lant  L i fe of Our  Area  in 
Surnm~r '~d ~|nter" .  •This will be ava i lab le  for 
v iewing :~/'.o.~l~out June,  as  wel l  as  the Toy 
Theatre ,  ~h ich  m a l ready  p lay i r~ the  Museum,  
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SPEC suggests 
energy survey 
• , By MICHAEL BERNARD heavily funded by the dropping and the country's 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- The government, 'cheapeal option is to fund 
federal government should • Chantler said the govern- conservation effo~,a. 
~conduct a regional survey of meat might find it "socially Asked whether Canada 
• energy sources to determine advisabre toencourage these should evelop its heavy fuel 
how the energy needs of an things." resources, Chantler said the 
• area might best be met, the Roger Bryenton, an ad- country is eurrently the 
Scientific Pollution and visor to SPEC, said an heaviest borrow~ in the 
Environmental Control example of using a specific ' world and that meeting 
.Society (SPEC) said today, region's energy resources is estimated capital demands 
Spokesmen for the an- .a steam plant.in downtown of $190 million over the next 
vironmantal group told a Vancouver used to heat 15 years would put d strain 
.hearing af the National 
• Energy Board on Canada's 
future nergy needs that the 
federal government should 
fund groups concerned about 
• conserving and renewing 
resources as heavily as it 
does energy producers. 
Terry Chantler, SPEC 
• assistant executive director, 
• said the government lacks 
an energy policy and that 
such a survey might assist 
them in forming one. 
Cliff Stainsby, executive 
director of SPEC group, said 
• that present attemDis at con- 
servation suffer from a lack 
af funding~ ' 
He said local recycling 
projects are not being 
subsidized by the govern- 
meat. Transpor t  costs for 
several office buildings. 
USES STEAM 
He asked if the possibility 
of using the steam turbines 
to produce electricity, had 
been investigated, noting the 
forest industry currently 
uses steam at many 
operations tbproduce power. 
Bryenton, also a member 
of the Solar Energy Society 
of Canada, said there is a 
danger in .applying con- 
servatien principles without 
analysing costs. 
A city of Vancouver siudy 
recently showed that it is 
possible to invest more 
money in conservation 
technology such as plastic 
sheathing in homes for 
retaining heat and to never 
retrieve these initial costs. 
on the economy. 
He said it was far more 
reasonable to reduce 
demand. 
Meanwhile, Bob Green, 
director of oil policy and 
special ,projects at the 
British Columbia Energy 
Commission, said the 
province plane to file, a 
report with the NEB i n  or- 
taws June 5. 
Green said the 70 nen- 
government intervenora. 
were asked to file their 
reports by April 28 but the 
provinces asked for and 
were granted an extension to 
June 5. 
He said published reports 
about the contents of the 
energy commission's study 
were "basically incorrect 
.shipping mineral ores from Chantler said demand for and . speculative" and 
mine sites, however, are petroleum appears to be .refused to elaborate. 
Sun Life losing market 
: MONTREAL (CP) -- Sun 
:Life Assurance Co." of 
~Canada has lost about 70 
agents to competitors and 
about 30 per cent of its 
Quebec market since 
:January when the company 
announced it was moving its 
head office to Toronto, ac- 
cording to a survey of the 
company's competitors and 
figures supplied by the 
Quebec goveritraent's super- 
intendent of insurance. 
I 
Pierre Boileau, recently- 
appointed head of Sun Life's 
new "Quebec Division," 
confirmed there had been 
losses but would not give any 
details. 
He said in an interview 
published wednesday that 
the political furore over the 
head office move, combined 
with a weak economy, 
resulted in a loss of new 
business in individual pol- 
icies . . . .  
• But the company said it 
has not detected'any wave of 
cancellations of policies 
already in force, "and that 
group insurance has not been 
affected. 
"We are certainly losing 
young sales representatives 
but we arekeeping our 
career people, barring a few 
exceptions," Boileau said. 
Sun Life policyholders 
voted overwhelmingly on 
April 27 to ratify the move of 
the head office to Toronto. 
One " competitor who 
declined to be identified was 
quoted by La Presse as 
saying that when Sun Life 
agents meet with customer 
resistance to writing 
cheques to Sun Life they 
place new business with 
other companies without he 
company's knowledge. 
'EASIER TO COMPETE' 
Anether said it "was 
becoming less difficult to 
compete with Sun Life. I 
would even go furthor--life 
i s  bec0mingmore difficult 
for all English.speaking 
companies; ' - - 
"The issue has awakened a 
fceling' of solidarity among 
people who would rather see 
their money remain here." 
Most observers agree that 
Quebec Finance Minister 
Jacques Parizeau's ac- 
cusations that Sun Life has 
underinveated in Quebec by 
million have disturl~d 
the French-speak ing  
market. 
Quebec insurance "agents 
find it difficult to represent 
Sun Life, said a spokesman 
for the Assurance-Vie- 
Desjardins, explaiuing why 
agents have been applying 
for jobs with other com- 
punies. 
Paul.Emile Bureile, sales 
manager for L'Indnstrielle 
Cie d'Assuranee sur la Vie, 
said he discouraged one such 
agent from switching 
because he was maidng too 
much money working for 
Sun Life. 
/'We also "discourage.d 
about 10 othel:~ agents," 
Bttrelle Said; ~ ~ ~ 
"We are one of the com- 
punien who hire the fewest 
former agents. We prefer to 
train them ourselves." 
Concert group 
elects officers 
The Terrace Concert 
Association held the annual 
general meeting'en That. 
sdey, May 25, in the Terrace 
Library Arts room. 
President Marilyn Davies 
reported a successful year 
both financially and ar- 
~ticaily,, with the Maureen 
Forreetet ~ concert being the 
high l i~t  6f the season. 
The ~ nesv 'Officers for. the 
1978-79 sekuson are: 
President - Marllyn Davies 
Vice-Prssident- Liz Fleet 
~ecretary - Gloria Jones 
Tl~easuror - Don McKinnou 
M~embership - Tony Jones 
Publicity - Ewa Weber 
Hospitality - Carolyn 
Williston & Janet Webster 
Program Director- Skip 
Bergema 
The Program Director, 
Skip Bm'gsma, submitted the 
list of artists for the coming 
season with ~the tentative 
concert date. 
The six Concerts include; 
The B.C. Touring Opera, 
Mountain Dance Theatre, 
Collegium Flauto Dulee, 
• Catherine Cernauskas, 
Scottish Baroque, and 
2, 4-D. 
debate 
By ROGER SMITH 
PENTICTON, B.C. (CP) 
- -  Debate over the use of the 
~rbieide 2,4-D to combat. 
• Eurasian milfoll in 
Okanagan area ~ r' ~S 
escalated into an intense 
public relations campaign. 
As the debate grows in. 
ereaaingly technical, many 
people are forced either to 
choose sides on a 
philosophical basis or to 
throw up their hands in con- 
fusion. 
Alderman Rod Barrett, 
who had to choose aides, 
voted to oppose a previndal 
government plan to treat 
between 300 and 600 weed-. 
infested acres this summer. 
"I prefer to err on the side 
ef caution," said Barrett, the 
only member of coundl to 
oppose the plan, in a recent 
interview. "There are so 
many,things "that are said to. 
be Safe and then turn out to 
dangerous. 
be"l remember when bDT'  
was supposed to be safe. I 
also remember standing on 
the porch when the truck 
came down the street and 
.. getting sprayed." 
Reporter., charged with ' Environmentrejectedlncasting his vo e, Bar rc t t , the  assuranceSMinister Jim°f 
Nlelson and opted for the ;tolen photographs . cautinns approsoh of those G who feel there is evidence 
• ~ • that 2,4-D may came birth 
• defects and cancer. 
KITCHENER, Ont. (CP) stolen property--we don't and tbe other with part of his 
-- Frank Etherington, a have the stolen property," shirt missing. .GROUP CONCERNED 
reporter for The Record, Etherington said in a On the other side of, the The main local oppesitien 
says he was watching the 11 
p,m, EDT news on a local 
television station Tuesday 
when he learned he and two 
ether Record employees, 
including the publisher, had 
been charged with posses- 
sion of stolen goods in the 
theft of police photographs, 
Etherington, K,A.(Sandy) 
Baird, the newspaper's 
president and publisher, and 
Wayne MacDonald, 
managing editor, were 
named by Police Chief Syd 
Brown of the Waterloo re- 
gional police during a news 
conference Tuesday, 
Brown said a police in- 
vestigation unit had been 
instructed to lay charges of 
possession f stolen property 
against the three men after 
the newspaper published two 
police photographs, 
The police chief said the 
three would be served today 
with the charge. 
SENT ANONYMOUSLY 
The two photos were sent 
anonymously to the 
newspaper Monday, They 
~vere taken by" a police 
photographer in the base- 
ment of regional 
headquarters following a 
raid on the Henchmen 
motorcycle clubhouse March 
11. 
The newspaper carried 
photos Tuesday allegedly 
showing members of the 
Henchmen motorcycle club 
at police headquarters on 
March ll, 
Brown said he warned 
Baird on Monday not to 
reproduce photos Brown said 
were stolen. 
"The pictures they 
produced in the paper were 
stolen from police flies," 
Brown told the news con- 
ference, 
lie said he believed the 
photos were stolen by a 
member of the police, force 
and charges would be laid if 
the thief were found. 
"I don't know how they can 
lay charges oi possession df
telephone interview. 
CONSULTS COUNSEL 
Baird said he would not 
comment on the matter until 
he had consulted legal 
counsel. 
The Record said earlier 
the two photographs were 
copied and returned to police 
Tuesday. 
Police threatened Monday 
to obtain asearch warrant to 
recover the photographs but 
the newspaper said the 
photos were returned before 
a warrant was served. 
In one photo, members of 
the force's tactical squad are 
seen standing on one side of a 
narrow corridor with two 
members of the motorcycle 
club on the floor between 
them--one with what ap 
pears to be blood on his face 
corridor, 11 club members has been the South 
and former members are on Okaangan Environmental 
their knees, heads to the Coalition, a group of in- 
wall, their hands handcuffed dividu~ls who handed 
behind their backs, together last spring with the 
belief that the government 
The second photo, taken in didn't have all the answers to 
another corridor, shows a 
tactical-squad member and questions being asked about 
long.term effects of 2,4-D.' 
a police dog standing behind The coalition set out to find 
eight members of the answers of its own and came 
motorcycle club kneeling 
with their beads to tl~ wall. up with The Other Face of 
2,4-D, a compilation by Jay 
The photos were sent o the Lewis and Jack Warnock of 
newspaper with a notewhich evidence ¢iuestioning th(, 
read: "Talk about what the safety of 2,4-D. • ' ' 
Gestapo did to the Jews in.  Nielsen called opponents 
the last war . . ,  how can the armchair environmentalists 
(police) commission con. who use scare tactics. 
done this?". 
Police charged one person 
With pesseaslon f marijuana 
following the Narch raid on 
the clubhouse. 
Solar energy 
workshop 
On June 24 and June 25, will then'be offered for sale 
1978 the Prince George as an add-on to a present 
Community Conservation domestic hot water heating 
Center and the University of s~tem. 
British Columbia will jointly The workshop instructor 
sponsor a solar energy will be Ken Cooper (B.Se. 
workshop as part of their Mechanical Engineering) •
ongoing commitment • o whois a member of the Solar 
establish solar energy as a Energy Society of Canada 
practical alternative energy and editor of a newsletter for 
source in British Columbia, the = same organization, 
The workshop will consist 
of a 2-3 hour lecture and slide 
presentation dealing with 
specific applicatians ofsolar 
technology in B,C.. and 
around the world followed by 
the.  eonst,'uction, by 
workshop articipants, of a 
full-scale domestic hot water 
heating system using 
commonly ava i lab le  
plumbing and building 
supplies. Workshop ar. 
ticipants,will be shown the 
basic construction of flat- 
plate solar collectors as well 
as the integration o( the 
collectors into a water 
heating system. The system 
Cooper has worked on the 
design of solar houses 
,throughout B.C. He isthe 
founder of ECON and is a 
partner in Solar Applications 
and Research Ltd; of Van- 
couver. Cooper specializes 
in Energy Conservation and 
economic analysis. , 
Further information can 
be obtained by contacting 
the Community Cen- 
servation Center at 1220 2nd 
Avenue, Prince George, 
phone 564-2533. Deadline for 
1978, registration is June 9'irnitedl 
There will be a 
enrolment and a fee of 95 
w01 be charged, 
.-. Chddre put out 
co w L, Ont ,op,- ' r 
A 35-yeer-old Cornwa l lC )  f mlse  y 
woman, who said she killed 
bar two children to spare RobertSllve~nan, Pianist. them from the miseries of Hugette Landriault, The children, Kimbwly, 
Berpma reportod the colt of the world, was found not charged with first.degree 11, and Brian, 9, died of 
membership tickets would guilty by reason of insanity murder, was described by asphyxiation last Sept. 29 
have to be increased by 15 Tuesday following a twoday psychiatrists as suffering after Mrs. Landrlault gave them large doses of the drug 
from a psychotic depressive Vallum and then held a percent in order to cover trial in Ontario Supreme 
expemea for the six con- t,,.,rt reaction, pillow over their heads, 
carts, j~ . . .= .  That same evening, Mrs. 
.e ,m=.o,., =., Breakwater fu r  LandriauR attempted to 
season ticket holders have commit suidde by slashing 
reservedseatingandthat the her wrists and left a suicide 
, . o .o ,=. , . , , .~ . . .  . . . - -   Clh- lntte" note for her husband who 
be increased to ~. ' was working adouble shift at 
Present concert members 
willbe contacted early in the A contract for $194,450 to metres by 91.5 metres, will a local factory. The note said she hoped to 
fall and those peraons~ replace the old breakwater be built and installed as a die with her children and 
wishing to hold specific seats at Wlah Point, on the Queen replacement for the existing spent much of the night lying 
for next season should Charlotte Islands, has been lag floats which are used at 
contact Tony Jones or-'any awarded by Public Works Wish Point as s refuge hesidethem, court was told. Dr. Stephen Hucker, a pay- 
association member. Canada to Minette Bay harbour• Work will corn- chiatrist from the Clarke In- 
The members voted to MarinaLtd.,ofKitimat. The" mence immediately ann stitutein Toronto, testified 
become a registered society announcement was made should be completed in that Mrs. Landrianlt knew • , f  
anda committee was formed today- by Skeena M.P. and approximately 5 months, that killing was against he 
in order to drawup a con- Minister of State Iona law, "but she was fully 
stitotlon to be submitted at Campegnolo. Wish Point is located on 
the next meeting of the "Under this contract" the north end of Graham .convincedthafshewasdoing 
Terrace Concert explained Campagnolo "island, between Masset herightthing--thatshowas putting her children out of 
Aseociatten. ,"three new floats, each 4 Sound and Virago Sound. the misery of the world." 
GENERAL 
FURNITURE 
ST'ORES 
OPENING SOON 
Train Load of Furniture and Home 
Entertainment Values 
Coming Your Way. 
4711 Lakelse Avenue,  Ter race  636-4696 
Want a 
healthy, 
weed free 
lawn? 
rf;~ 
• 5" 
Use this new 
B.C. formula 
Here's the, easy way to give your lawn the care it n - 
a new product that's both a eeds n excellent fertilizer and a 
high potency wee~ killer. Green Valley Hi-Light Feed 
and Weed contains a slow release nutrient hat provides 
long-term nourishment for your lawn.., plus 
Killem, a special herbicide formula that controls 
hard-to-kill chickweed and clover, as well as dandelions 
and other lawn weeds• Specially formulated for 
Western Canadian soil conditions, Hi-Light Feed and 
Weed comes in a light, easy handling bag and provides 
.excellent coverage, For best results, apply 3 times 
yearly - starting now. 
~ .  1 bag covers 5,000 sq. ft. of lawn. 
"Bast on earth" 
. , , , . r . .  " " " '  OO O'" 'O0' . ,O.  
636-6347 ~, 
! 
• Po l i ce  search for  
kidnapped Merritt girl 
RCMP at MERRITF, B C. are continuing their investigation i to the abduction of 12- 
year old Monlca Rose Jack, while riding her bicycle North on Highway N%5, ap- 
proximately 12miles north of Merritt at Nicola Lake. 
She was forcibly taken into a camper truck and her bicycle left on the East side of the' 
highway. The bicycle was later ecovered over the bank of the Nicola Lake. 
At the time of the abduction; a witness aw a man standing at the edge of the lake, 
within feet of the truck and camper. RCMP are confident that this person will be located 
and may, in fact, be IQvolved in this offence. • 
They are asking for assistance in locating the truck and cmapor, and have requested 
that anyone travclling on Highway no. 5, between 7:45 p.m. and 8:15 p.m., on SaturdaY, 
May 6,1978 please contact their aesrest detachment of the RCMP or city police depart. 
,meet. 
Monica Rose Jack Was born on the 19th of May, 1965, and is described as 4 feet 8 inches 
tall, 90 lbs. long auburn hair, brown eyes, attractive f atures and appears to be three or 
four years older than her age. 
When last seen, she was wearing a white t-shirt with pink fl01"al pattern, brown cord 
pan,  is and blue runs_ ing shoes. 
Final iocdtien~ Monica Rose Jack, s bicycle, ove~ the bank of Nioola Lake.. 
j~ Ikl "i, ~t  "i, 
B.C. Briefs 
PACT APPROVED 
VANCOUVER (CP~ --  The 
Greater Vancouver Regional 
District Employees Unien 
voted 03 per cent to ratify an 
agreement with the district 
covering 14 municipalities 
and three territories in the 
Vancouver area, a unlen 
spokesman said Tuesday. 
The agreement gives a fore'- 
per-cent increase on a base 
rate of $15,000 a year and 
some fringe benefits., the 
spokesman said. 
MAN SOUGHT 
VERNON (CP) - -  The 
form~ parks and recreation 
director of this Okanagan 
city, wbe was suspended last 
week, is being sought by 
police on charges of fraud 
inve]vlng money and sports 
uniforms. John Mahier was 
mmpended after an audit 
showed suspected misuse of 
public funds in his depart- 
meal 
NOT GUILTY 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
Dona ld  Hartnig of Van- 
couver, who fired a shotgun 
blast through the ceiling of 
his home ,last October, has 
been found not guilty on a 
charge of dangerous use of a 
firearm. Provincial Court 
Judge R. V. Wong said the 
Crown had not proved that 
anyone else was in danger 
from the blast, which was 
aimed into the ceiling toward 
md empty upstairs room. 
Hortoig told police he was 
despondent a the time. 
CHARGE STAYED 
PRINCE GEORGE (CP) 
- -  A manslaughter charge 
agaimt Louis Solonas, .59, of 
ManLeed Lake, B.C., was 
stayed in county court after 
he was found mentally unfit 
to stand trial. Solonas was 
charged after his wife, 
Jessie, 61, was stabbed to 
death last July at the 
couple's home. 
MAN MISSING 
TRAIL (CP) . - -  RCMP say 
that Harry Kalmikoff, 26, of 
Castlegar~ B.C., is missing 
and presumed drowned after 
he left the pyschiatrlc unit of 
Trail Regional Hospital on 
Monday, Police said that 
after Kalmikoff left the 
hospital, a man was ~un 
entering the Columbia 
River. 
~fERNON, B.C. (CP) -- A 
man was in custody today 
after a holdup Tuesday night. 
in which the bandit 
threatened a service station 
/ * . ' , 
attendant with dog  ex- 
clement, police said. 
About $90 in cash 'was 
tskm in the holdup at a self- 
service gas station, police 
said, and the bandit smeared 
the exerement on the service 
station counter after 
threatening the attendant 
with a handful of the matter. 
The bandit, who escaped 
on foot, was arrested an hour 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  
Vanghad Grant Armstrong, 
30, of Mill Bay, B.C., was 
sentenced in provincial court 
Tuesday to four years and 
four months in jail fer ex-. 
tortiea, obstructing justice, 
jail escape and attempted 
esealDe.. 
H~ plasded guilty to the 
charges April 17. 
Armstrong escaped-from 
jail in Ontario about three 
ister--when tracked down years ago after an aborted 
by a police dog. extortion attempt. ,, 
Vancouver crime climbing 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  same number ss a year ago. the first three months of the 
- .  . . 
• . -. - 
i ;~  ~ , 
in 
Overall crime in Vancouver 
climbed 15 per cant during 
the first four months of this 
year, cgmparod with the 
same period in 1977, Tom 
Dixon, deputy police chief, 
said Tuesday--and the in- 
dications are that the in- 
crease continued in May. 
Attorney-General Garde 
Gardom said Monday a 
study by criminologist Dr. 
Ezzat Fattah of Simon 
Fraser University showing 
Vancouver as the crime 
capital of Canada was based 
on 1975 data. Gardom said 
the crime rate had levelled 
off recently. 
Pol ice Commissioner 
Geoffrey Mortimer said 
Tuesday he did not believe 
Gardom had been briefed on 
the latest figures when he 
spoke to the House. 
Dixon said alJ types of 
crime decreased in Van- 
couver in late 1975. In 1978, 
indiet:,ble offences were 
down by seven per cent, and 
1977, down a further 5.9 per 
Ceat. 
However, he said, the 
decline slewed towards the 
end of 19/7 and crime started 
to climb again in 1978. 
The i5 per cent upswing 
has police officials con, 
corned but so far they are not 
asking for more maupmver. 
Dixon said the departmmt 
had obtainad:.:a researcher 
the Br[ttsh Columbia; 
d~.olice Commission to 
recommend more effective 
manpower deployinent. 
ALL CRIMES INCREASE 
Break-and~mters are up 
35.8 per cent to 3,990 as of 
April 30. Robberies are up 
27.4 per cent overall, .with. 
armed robbery up 38 per 
ceet to98. 
In the downtown-west end 
area, commercial and 
residential break-and-raters 
are up 97.1 per cent this 
year; holdups are up 41 per 
"cent; stroogarmings up 29 
per cent and pursesnatehiug 
up 68 por eenL 
There were nine murders 
lnVanoouver byApril 30 the 
agmat 
I , , i  |qb.~ '!. ~ l k  le  
)"i; " ;  " 
, "L  
• E / , 
. • - . , !  ,~  
Attempted murder 
decreased tofour compared 
to ulns in 1977. 
Assaults-were up 7.1 per 
'cent, sexual offences up 17.5 
per cent and auto theft up 
one percent. One of the 
largest decreases this year 
twas charges of assaulting a 
police officer--only 21 so far 
this year compared to 45. 
Dixon said it was still too 
early to tell whether the 
fourmonth t/psurge in 
criminal activity indicated a 
long term tread. 
CRIME RISES IN B.C. 
B.C. Police Commission 
figures for the province show 
a decline in homicides and 
attempted murders during 
year, butan increase in most 
other violent crimes and 
crimes against property. 
Sexual offences are up 20.2 
per cent to 433 through 
March; assaults increased 
8,3 per cent to 4,103 and 
robberies rose 5.5 per cent to 
032. 
There have been 18 
homicides o far this year 
compared with 26 in 1977 for 
a decrease of 26 per cent 
while attempted murders 
are dewn 57 per cent, from 28 
to 12. 
Breaking and entering is 
up 8.6 per cent, thefts over 
have jumped 27.8 per 
cent and thefts under $200 
have increased 5.7 per cent. 
Manhandling 
claim denied 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  A" 
Surrey, B.C., couple who 
claimed they were 
• manhandled last July 12 by 
~liee in an alleged mistaken 
drug arrest were dealed 
damages Tuesday in British 
Columbia Supreme Codrt. 
The Jury deliberated more 
than 5½ hours before finding 
that the couple had been 
given sufficient notice, by 
paliee of the reason for the 
arrest, and that excessive 
fa~e had not been Used." 
Gerald and Sharon Shuck 
were suing RCMP con- 
'stables Hugh Stewart, David 
Moll and Gary Kirkpatrlck, 
Vancouver police dctective, 
John Edwards and the City 
Vancouver. • 
Earlier Tuesday~ Justice 
George Murray found in a 
separate Judgmmt that by 
law, the officers had 
reasonable and probable 
ground~ for making the 
arrest, and therefore were 
justified in dbing so. 
Justice Murray left it to 
the Jury to decide ff the of- 
ricers had used more force 
than necessary, and had 
adequately and  quickly 
enough identified them- 
selves. 
TheShucks sued after they 
were beset in their car by 
four men in street clothes in 
the parking, lot of a" 
Ki~sway Avenue drive.in 
restaurant. 
Court was teld that a 
hidden pol iceman had 
described awoman suspect 
to tlie street squad,, who 
thought that Mrs. Shuck was 
the woman. Police said they 
followed the couple to their 
~zr where they were ar- 
rested. 
Police said Mr. Shuck was 
grabbed by the throat--a 
procedure intended to 
prevent an addict  from 
swallowing drugs. They said 
addicts usually carry drugs 
in the mouth so the evidence 
can be destroyed ff stepped' 
by police, 
Court also was told that ~ 
they feel i t  sometimes is 
necessary topunch a suspect 
in the stomach to step drugs 
frOm being swallowed. 
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UIC farm 
fraud found 
MATSQUI, B.C. (CP) ' -  
An investigator for the 
Employment and Im- 
migration Commission said 
Tuesday he uncevered 12 
fraudulent claims for unem. 
ployment insurance tMmefits 
filed by employees of one 
Fraser Valley farm. 
Richard Beaudette was 
testifying at the provincial 
court rial of HarbhaJan and 
Gurmit Hayre, proprietors 
of the farm, and thnir sister, 
Baldish Deol, charged with 
conspiracy to commit fraud. 
Beaudette old Judge A. H. 
.Kelly that the claims, which 
were disallowed, were filed 
by workers who had been 
employed in the summer of 
1976 as berry-pickers al  
Hayros Fruit Farm in Ab- 
botsford, B.C. 
Prosecutor Waily Oppal 
said the accused evised a 
scheme in which their farm 
workers paid to them kick- 
backs in exchange for 
falsified work records, with 
which the workers applied 
for unemployment i surance 
benefits. 
The three are charged with 
unlawfully conspiring by 
deceit, falsehood or other 
fraudulent means to defraud 
Her Majesty the Queen (the 
commission) of a sum in 
excess of ~:~00. 
The Crown says that the 
accused guranteed to 
provide' their summer 
employees, who usually 
worked for no more than six 
weeks, with falsified em- 
ployment records indicating 
that hey had worked at least 
eight weeks. 
Court has been told that at 
the time an employee was 
required to have worked at 
least eight weeks before 
being eligible for unem- 
ployment insurance benefits. 
PERIOD INCREASED 
The minimum work period 
for eiigibflity has since been 
inc2nsncd to 10 weeks. 
According to Crown 
evidence at the trial, sum- 
mer employees ofthe Hayro 
farm, after a sixwenk wurk 
.period, would pay the ac- 
cused sums ranging from 
to $290 for the falsified 
records that enabled them to 
claim UIC benefits for 26 
weeks during the wint~. 
Oppai has called as wit- 
nesses several former 
employees of the farm who 
testified that hey worked for 
a nix-week period .in the 
summer of 1976 and sub- 
sequantly received from the 
Hayrco a record indicating 
eight weeks of work. 
Karan Pawar told the 
court che worked at the farm 
from Jtme28,1976, to Aug. 12 
or 13, 1976, but sttbasqueatly 
received a record of em- 
ployment slip which stated 
she had worked from June 
21, 1976, to Aug. 21, 1976. 
She said all other em- 
ployecs arrived at the farm 
after she commeaeed work 
June 28 and none remained 
after she left the farm on 
Aug. 12 or 13. 
Beaudette produced oou- 
meats indicating that the 
other workers had been 
employed at the farm longer 
than Pawar. 
Pawar's husband, Shiv- 
charan Pawar, corroborated 
his wife's testimony con- 
cerning her period of em- 
ployment at the Hayre farm 
by testifying to the dates on 
which he drove her to the 
'farm and brought her home 
when,her job was ter- 
mimted. 
INVESTIGATES CLAIMS 
Beaudette, who told the 
court his duties are to in- 
vestigate dubious claims for 
the purpose of protecting the 
system against abuse, said 
the qualifying work period in 
1976 was eight weeks and the 
applicant was required to 
have a minimum of $309 in 
• insurable arnings. 
Beaudette said he in- 
vestigated claims filed by 12 
former employees of the 
Hayre farm and found that 
the period of time worked, 
according to the work slips 
provided by the employer, 
had been falsified in each 
case. 
He said he came to the 
conclusion that the work 
records filed with the claims 
had been falsified after in- 
terviewing the claimants 
and determining the correct 
period uring which they had 
worked at the Hayre farm. 
"I believed there was 
fraud involved in all claims 
from the Hayre farm, so I 
put a stop payment on all of 
them," Beaudetto told the 
court. 
Questioned by Judge 
Kelly, Bnaudette agreed that 
none of the 12 applicants 
appealed or contested the 
decision to disallow their 
applications for benefits. 
The trial was adjourned to 
Oct. 24. 
School 
nursery 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
Vancouver school board 
plans to establish a nursery 
in one of the city's high 
schools to help teenage 
mothers stay in school, 
heard member  Dr. 
• Katharine Mirhady, said 
Tuesday. 
Dr. Mirhady, who is also 
chairman of the " 
Metropolitan Board of 
Health, said the school hoard 
is working on the project 
with the provincial ministry 
of human resources. 
Funding has not been como 
pleted Dr. Mirhady said, but 
she anticipated the nursery 
could be operating by Sep- 
tember. 
"We definitely feel that 
these girls should have the 
opportunity to finish their 
Grade 12," she said. 
~pdng197E ~..::.., -/ 
newCararrives to define, and redefine, 
he SPOrtsCar lraditiort ~ , 
~l~'~aZd"lll~z I~A offering truly out- 
,tanding Sportscar performance. .. 
,e l fo~an~ yo u cannotbuy in any other car 
at its price~ 
tradition endures. 
SKEENA AUTO METAL SHOP LTD. , . . , , , , ,  ,, w.,,,,.rr.,.,,.o. 636-6671 
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Editorial 
Who s 
Anethical 
Inflation, as a topic, in Terrace is generally 
regarded as something remote. Something out 
of Ottawa, or the big cities in the south. When a 
person goes shopping and finds the price paid 
yeaterday has jumped ten to twenty cents today, 
the reaction,~now, is more or less to accept it as 
inevitable. At one time, if an item was up only a 
few cents it would be questioned and com- 
parisons would be made with other stores, before 
buying. Somehow, this is not the practice today, 
in Terrace. 
Almost no one questions WHY an item jubps, 
and jumps again in price, assuming this to be 
inevitable. Such a practice of resignation, and 
unquestioning acceptance is a stron temptation 
to merchants to keep raising their prices with 
each new shipments of goods. Should customers 
ask why a price is Up, there is the feeling in the 
• back of the merchant's mind that he can always~ 
use the squelching rep ly  that "everything is 
going up." Never does a merchant produce his 
invoices or reveal his percentage of profit. 
As an example, the writer took over a small 
business about a year ago, in a Western 
province. A nevelty item-a key-chain with a 
miniature but real harmonica attached, was 
much in demand. It was selling for 98 cents. 
When we re-ordered, we thought it best to check 
on the cost price to the store, in case the price 
had gone up. Much to our astonishment, we 
learned the Hong Kong made item we were 
selling for 98 cents cost us 9 cents each !
It pays to check when you feel an item is 
overpriced. Don't accept anyone's word about 
costs going up to the seller-nnless he is willing to 
show you his invoice. (Usually, he won't be!) 
The practice of revealing one's cost price to the 
customer is always said to be "unethical". 
However, is it more unethical to overcharge 
the customer? Which is worse? 
Bilinguaiism 
translates to 
French 
Ottawa Offbeat - by .Richard Jackson. 
Otta.wa-H~dl, - Notice the new dateline? 
It's correc t. 
The new National Capital. 
_ .When it was introduced -- softly, sMtly - a 
couple of years ago, there were protests, 
Traditionalists aid that .Queen Victoria had 
designated _Ottawa the National Capital, that it 
was entrenched in the history, of the country, 
enshrined in the understanding of the con- 
stitution and engraved on.the map of the world. 
Prime Minister Trudeau paid _no attention to • 
the mild mewlings of_ the pussy-cat protestors. 
And ~o you are stuck with it. 
Stuck as with Agriculture Canada, Statisti-es 
Canada, Transport Canada, Supply and Services 
Canada, Fisheries and Environment Canada, 
Revenue .Canada. 
And of course, Air Canada - after the style of 
Air France. 
It used to be National RevenUe, the.Depart- 
ment of Transport, and the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics. " 
, ? It S not Ottawa-Hull, you say, but still Ottawa. 
That's not what the federal government 
°decrees inits official guide, as published by the 
National Capital Commission,. designating the 
hyphenated two-city, Ontario-Quebec, twin 
metropolitan region as the heart of the nation. 
And the National Capital Commission is not 
alone in the designation, it being a~:cepted by 
other federal agencies in the~ publications. 
It's all part of PierreTrudeau's grand Strategy 
.--. for_national unity if he can win over Rene 
Levesque, and for the oncoming election cam-" 
paign - based on "making Quebec feel wanted 
' ? "  .. 
% THIS WEEK 
i :'~ ¢ '~1" '~ from Ottawa ~j~" 
Campagnolo 
The recent civil war, and the continuing in- 
stability in the African country of Zaire are 
strong reminders of the dependence of our 
economy on international conditions." 
DAMAGE BY INVADERS 
The Town of Kolwezi in Zaire's Shaba 
Province - the scene of the tragic events last 
week - is the site of the world's largest single 
mining complex, and damage caused by the 
rebel invasion has at least temporarily closed 
the area's copper mines. 
I have been monitorii~g this situation very 
closely because of its important implications for 
Stewart, Granisle, and other potential copper 
mining areas of northwestern B.C.' Officials in 
the Department of External Affairs have ad-. 
vised me that the Kolwezi copper mines are now 
shut down for two reasons. European personnel, 
who acted as managers and maintenance 
workers, have been 'evacuated - and without 
their skills the mines cannot°operate. And, as the 
Europeans left their jobs, the pump.s that must 
operate constantly to keep the mines free of. 
water were shut down -and the mines have since 
become flooded. As a result, a great deal of 
essential equipment has been destroyed: 
Accordingly, it will be at least six months 
before the mines could return to full production, 
and then only if the Europeans were to return 
immediately, and if there were substantial 
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NO IMMEDIATE HELP 
• ' r Although this reduction in Afrman coppe 
production will work to reduce the current world 
surplus, and'increase the price of copper, it does 
not appear that this will rise sufficiently to be of 
immediate help to the town of Stewart. The 
Granduc opper mine at Stewart is scheduled to 
cease production i  June - because prices are too 
low to meet costs; and company representatives 
• advise me that they.would need a price of close to 
80 cents a pound to break-even. Current ~opper 
prices are in the area of 62 cents a pound, and 
though this is well up from last winter's price of 
54 cents, it is still far from being profitable. As a 
comparison, South American copper mines (in 
Chile and Peru) can produce profitably at prices 
under 40 cents a poand. 
BREAKWATER IMPROVEMENTS 
In other news, I am pleased to report hat steps 
by  the Department of Fisheries and the En- 
vironment to upgrade breakwaters in a number 
of remote areas are well under way. In the past 
week tenders have been called for proposals to 
replace the old breakwater inPort Clements and 
to construct a new facility at Kincolith, and a 
contract for $194,450 has been awarded to 
Minette Bay Marina Ltd., of Kitimat, to replace 
the old breakwater at Wiah Point, on the north 
coast of the' Queen Charlotte Islands. 
COAL TO ROMANIA 
• The announcement this week by Quintette Coal 
Ltd., that it has reached an agreement to sell to 
Romania 2,000,000 tons a year of coal from 
northeastern B.C. is good news for our area. 
Aside from the general economic benefits 
created by extra employment and increased 
export sales, this coa l -  along with other up- 
coming production from northeastern B.C.. coal 
mines - will be shipped via the Port of Prince 
outside aid to help replace damaged equipment. Rupert, and it is quite likely that the Romanian 
Neither seems likely to happen at an early date, coal could represent the first shipment hrough 
so a more realistic assessment for a return to full the port facilities at Ridley Island currently 
production is probably a year or mere. .being developed by the federal government. 
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Counc i l  Comment  
• ur th  s " "  Co ou e decision 
Following is a report from one member of Terrace council 
commenting on,an issue currently being discussed by 
council. This is not nec~ssarily the view of the entire council, 
but only that of the writing alderman, 
by Aid. Alan Soutar 
and at home" through bilingualism.. This weak the citiz~s of Torrace wore invited to a public 
The. odd thing here in 0ttawa.-Hul! is that bearing to comment on the location of the new provincial 
bilingualism comes only after unilingualism - courthouse and health centre. Very few attended. It seems 
French - has_been tried. 
Call the office of any member of the Trudeau 
c.abinet .and you get "bonjour," the greeting.in 
French firs_t, and only if you respond in English 
is lip ~ervice paid to bilingualism. 
Watch the "career" advertising in the Ottawa 
English • language press and see the inereasi,g 
deman_d for bilingualism as an essential 
qualification . . . . .  
Here again bilingualism translates into 
French. t 
that everyone is content to allow the seven members of 
council to decide in their own wisdom onthe merits of the 
Kalum Street site. 
Being a vartoer in the firm of architects designing the 
courthouse, aswell as an alderman, I did not ake part in that 
cttscnssion, nor will I. vote on the issue. It can be said that 
there ~dets a conflict of intorest. Being muzzled through 
circumstance on an important issue ffecting the public is a 
frustrating experience. 
The rest of council n deciding which way to'go, will have to 
weigh all the good points against the bad and, also, ignore the 
rumours of phoney issues that for one reason or the other 
have arisen. 
For the resoningthe list of ,arguments would include the 
facts that: 
1) beth buildings fit into the future role of Terrace as the 
pacific northweat's regional centre. From here the health of 
the area will be administered, and the courts upervised. 
2) Government office space is a good, clean secondary 
industry. Pay cheques are paid promptly. 
• 3) The urgent need for such a development has been seen 
by both the present and former smior governments. Much 
planning by many people of various kills and political 
shades have carefully built he case over many eats for both 
adminiBtrative centres. Present Health offices are spread all 
over town and currently the courtroom is totally, inadequate. 
The complex will contribute in excess of. St00,000 every 
year to the Terrace coffers One million dollars every 9 
years. Present taxes are approximately ~000 per year from. 
the lg acre Kalum Street site. 
. 5) Our local construction men will be employed. Cash will 
flow. . 
6) New families of people who Work in the complex will find. 
permanent homes in Terrace, stabilizing the economy. 
Alternate sites wore found to be either not available or too 
expensive toaxqnire, and since the government owned the 
Kalum Street site already, any further acquisition of land 
would be wasting provincial money, 
8) Turning down the proposal will mean, at best, a 9 year 
delay in finding another site. Over $200,000 In missed tax 
revenue. 
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.' Agalmt would argue that: - 
1) The CanCel property isbetter because it is on Lakelse 
Avenue, our main street, and its present zoning need not be 
changed. 
2) The cost of services' tothe Terrace taxpayer for the 
Kalum property will be approximately $100,000 which is 
assumed to be more than that reqL~'ed for the CanCel 
property. 
3) The proposal ismore suited to be close to commercial 
zoning than to rnsldehtial, therefore a site such as CanCel on 
Lakelse Avenue would be' more appropriate. 
4) A building as important as the courthouse n eds to be 
located fronting on Lower Little Park or some other site of 
significance in town, rather than being tucked away on 
Kalum streeL 
Rumours that council will be wise to ignore, since they are 
not true, are: 
1) Soilcunditioz]s are poor and expensive to build on. 
2) Roads will become congested because of the traffic' 
generated. 
3) Commercial buildings will gather around the site like 
bees urot/nd a honey pot. 
4) The site is a beg which runs full of water every spring 
time. 
• 5) That council was not aware of the plans for Kalum Street 
site. Both members of council and the administration 
reviewed location with government officials. 
6) Government ignored our zoning maps. 
Perhaps more people should have voiced an opinion at 
• Monday night's meeting? 
Now, whatever happens, council has to make a decision.' Is 
that difficult? 
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TODAY IN HISTORY 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Israel announced the repentance and, seconds 
capture inArgentina and the 
secret ramport to Israel of 
Nazi war criminal Adolf 
Eichmann 16 years ago' 
today--in 1960. Elehmann- 
was tried and convicted in
Israel for the Second World 
War murder of six million 
Jaws in Nazi concentration 
camps and was hanged May 
~l, 1962. To the end he 
showed neither remorse nor 
before ,his Meath, said: "I 
had to obey the laws of the 
war and my flag." 
1660---Charles lI of 
England left exile for the 
throne. 
1785--Benjamin Franklin 
invented bifocals. 
1927--Charles Lindbergh 
was awarded the Cross of the 
Legion of Honor in Paris. ' 
The Economy 
by  F rank  Ober le ,  MP  
What to do io resolve our economic problems?. 
That seems to be the cry heard most often 
throughout Canada in these troubled times, and I" 
am certainly no less concerned than any others. 
We all know the inherent difficulties facing our 
overburdened conomy. We also know that there 
are no immediate answers. Business and labour 
have joined with the public and the opposition 
parties in demanding economic reforms. In my 
opinion, I feel Canada should revise industrial 
strategies to compete with the industrialized 
world on a more equitable basis. 
Learn from Others 
We can profit a great deal from the experience 
of others. If we look at Japan, for example, the 
20 billion dollar trade surplus that nation enjoys 
is more due to their overall economic policies 
than to their industrial strength. The Japanese 
simply do not support industries that cannot 
compete in the world market, instead they 
concentrate on areas where they have proven 
expertise and advantages; like ships, cameras, 
electronic goods, steel, cars and motorcycles. 
When faced with imports in fields like textiles, 
where Japanese labour costs prohibit effective 
competition, they phase out the domestic industy 
and rely upon imports from other nations. At 
various times the Germans, Swedes, Finns, 
Danes and Swiss have adopted similar strategies 
and it certainly has not done them any harm 
either.An Invalid Assumption 
The idea that we can do everything better and 
more cheaply defies logic. Not only is this a 
denial of economic theory, but it defies common 
sense. The attempt to achieve this has been an 
impossible task and has made our economy one 
of the most expensive in the world. At one time, 
we agreed to increase our imports of textiles 
from developing countries, but as  me economy 
faltered we resurrected tarrif barriers that cut 
back imports. Now others may be playing the 
tarrif game unfairly too. However, they seldom 
do so at their own expense. We need to put o~ 
workers in more soundly based, growth oriented 
industries. The traditional national policies that 
encouraged industrial development in Toronto 
and Montreal and resource extraction to feed 
those machines everywhere lse, just do not 
apply to rational economic planning in Canada 
today. 
Wbat is the government, doing? 
The question must ultimately be put to the 
government, who by virtue of the enormous 
spending power they have assumed, take the 
lead in economic and fiscal planning. The fall of 
the dollar is a direct reflection of our poor 
economic performance and our weak industrial 
base which we support at our own peril. 
The Minister of Finance would have us believe 
that the billions of dollars we have asked for and 
received in' credit are d token of the faith others 
have in our economy. They reflect only the 
strength of our resources, and in no way stand as 
a token of the faith of foreign investors. If these 
loans were refused, the result would precipitate 
a dramatic fallof the dollar. The International 
Monetary Fund can impose conditions upon its' 
loans, and that is by no means the most remote 
possibility facing us. The government's attempt 
to support he dollar has already cost us enor- 
mous amounts in terms of investor confidence 
and investments, and as e result we have to 
continue borrowing just to meet the interest 
payments on more than 6 billion dollars worth of 
loans and standby credit. 
The present administration cannot seem to get. 
a grip on this fundamental problem. The 48' 
billion dollar budget for this year actually 
.assumes .that 50 cents of every dollar generated 
m goods and services in Canada will be spent by 
the federal government. That is the biggest 
single factor underlying domestic inflation and 
high unemployment. , 
We are. all paying the high costs of Mr. 
Chretien's plan to stimulate consumer spending 
and buy a few DOts. Election gimmicks have not 
worked in the past, but none has failed quite as 
badly as this latest ploy. 
What to Do 
The solution to our problem is obvious, • 
although not easily reached. We need to make 
constructive use of domestic funds. The best ~ 
means of accomplishing this is to improve our 
industrial productivity, establish our potential 
energy self-sufficiency, and work towards the 
conversion of our raw materials into marketable 
finished commodities. That is not pipe dream; it 
is a conceivable strategy. It wil take time and 
effort, but it will take a great deal longer, and 
cSst a good deal more if we delay any further. • 
We really do not ha~,e all that much time left, 
because Candians are not the only people run- 
ning out of patience with this government. 
LETTERS 
Recycling 
research 
Editor: , t~e northern towns operating 
Prince George Recycle. volunteer depots. These: 
Research, a federally funded depots could ship their 
Canada Works project, is recyclables toPrince George 
involved in researching the to reduce their tran- 
feasibility of recycling inthe sportation costs and receive 
area, as well as researching a fair return. 
efficient and economical Wewould ike to hear from 
methods of utilizing the intqrested citizens con. 
wastes generated here. cerning this concept. 
We are currently working Please address all com. 
on a working model of a ments, proposas nd ideas to 
depot ol~ratiofi and we are Prince George Recycle. 
interested in tying the Research, 5997 Simon Fraser 
northern towns into our Dr., P .G,  V2I~ 2C7. . 
system, with Prince George Sincerely, .
being the central collection Michael Day 
and distribution point and Pro!oct Manager . ~. 
W 
Fifth Fun andFitness Meet 
shows regional competitors 
Event: Fifth Annual North ... Ri, ta Betner;K l t lmat Gaff Morrison 
Vest Fun and Fitness Meet ~Woi'kshopKitinmt Terrace 
Held: May 27, 78 9 m.n~. to 4 Alex . Clement 
p.m. at the Terrace arms AGGREGATE WINNERS Smithers 
Spoeaored by the Terrace 
Aswelntion for the Mentally 
Retarded. 
61 youngsters and adults 
from Burns Lake to Prince 
Rupert competed in the 12 
events. 
Representation: 
Burns Lake-3 
Houston.5 
Smithers.5 
Kitlmat-9 
Prince Rupert-7 
Terrace: Three Rivers 
Workshop.14 
The Jack Cook Schcol-18 
Events: Ball Throw, .High 
Jump, Standing broad Jump, 
Mini javelin, Scooter Board. 
irate, Potato and Spoon 
Race, Running Race, 
Walking Race, Bean Bag 
Thrown, Bowling, Obstacle 
Course. Tug of War. 
Awards 
Each part ic ipant,  was 
awarded a placement ribbon 
(I-6) for each event com- 
pleted. 
Merit Awards 
An engraved gold cen- 
terpiece, (track and field 
logo) with neck ribbon 
makes up the merit award. 
Awarded to the boy and 
glrl in each division who,. in 
the opinion of the awards 
comndttee, demonstrated 
the most courage and per- 
severence throughout all the 
events at the trackinnet. 
WINNERS 
Donald Gagncn-Jack Cook 
Sehaol-Terrace 
Cathy Forsberg-Jack Cook. 
School-Terrace 
Elias Clayton-Jack Cook 
School-Terrace 
Valerie Ryan-Parkview 
School.Prince Rupert 
Trevor Edwards-Jack 
Cook School-Terrace 
Fel ix Goyette-Three 
Rivers Wrokchop-Torrace 
Eugene Burton-Three 
Rivers Workshop-Terraos 
.(15) 
(16) 
EaCh aggregate winner 
received an engraved 
trophy. 
Awarded to the bo]/ and 
girl in each division who 
obtained the highest in. 
dividual score for their age 
group. 
WmNEaS 
Div. A Girls-Victoria 
Davis (0) Houston 
Div. A Boys-Warrm 
Scherk (10) Honatoa 
Veronica Gaube (17) 
Smithers 
Medrie Duncan (19) Terrace 
Francs Bellantoni (20) 
The Terrace Association 
would llke to express its 
. appreciation tothe following 
organizations and in- 
dividuals for. their con- 
tributlons towards the 
success of the irackmeet'and 
related activities. 
The Catholic Womens' 
Div. B Gifts- Bernice League-  provided .and 
Mitchell (13)Smithers served the food for the 
ban/luet held • Saturday 
Div. B Boys-Michaelevening" 
Simpson (14) Kitimat The Catholic Church - -  for 
Div. CGirk-Laura Dowker 
(17) Kithunt . 
Div. "C Boys-Michael 
Worledge (17) PrinceRupert 
Div. D Men-Peter Ninyok, 
Three Rivers Workshop, 
TerraCe 
Div. D Women-Maria 
Furtado, Kitimat 
RUNNER-UP AWARDS 
Each runner up received a 
rosette.. 
Awardnd tothe boy and girl 
in each division who ob- 
tained the second highest' 
score for their age group. 
Dlv A Girls-Rends Mad- 
dison, Terrace' 
Div. .A Boys-Alfred 
Paupst, Terrace 
Div. B Girls-Roberts Ir- 
Terrace 
wi~Div. B Boys-George 
Hartman, Ttrrane 
Div. C Girls-Laura Lee 
Aiken, Kitlmat, Ana Pavao, 
Terrace 
Div. C Boys-Robin Watts, 
Terrace 
Dlv. D Men-Dou McLean, 
Terraee 
Div. D Women.Susan 
Cooke. Te~rane 
HONORABLE MENTION 
Dieter Mlciken (9) Burns 
LAke  
Gary Spalding (13) 
Terrace 
the use of Veritas Hail for the 
banquet and dance. 
Allan Wooten and the 
Caledonia Community 
Recreation Class - -  for their 
assistance in organizing and 
running the events in the 
irackmeet, 
Terrace Cerebral Palsy 
Association- for the use of 
their van for the weekennd. 
District of Terrace 
Recreation Dept. - -  for tbe 
use of the arena and 
facilities; 
Members of the rock band 
"Perception" --  " for 
providing the music for the 
dance. 
Mrs. Jan Thomson - for 
providing her services as a 
bus driver to out of town 
participants. 
The' ladies who helped 
provide hroekfasis for the 
cut of town participants. 
• Heather Gurnsey - -  for 
providing her services as a 
nurse throughout the 
• weekend: 
Finally, to those too 
numerous to name, who 
contributed their time and 
effort to* act as counsellors 
and event officials or to man 
a table at the tra~,meet and 
were around to lend an extra 
pair of hands when it was. 
needed, Thanks. 
World Cup Soccer kick-off 
starts in Argentina .. 
BUENOS AIRES (Renter) £ome for Poland to take 
--Defending champion West revenge. 
Germany and llrst-match Strict security is being ca- 
opponents Poland headed for forced for the match at the 
Buenos Aires in readiness River Plate Stadium with all 
for today's kick-off"of .the ....sm, roundingt, eads olased for 
1978 World CUl~ soee~ flhais; ' foui" iioum befv~e~tl~ match': 
The two/teams have been..~ EARLY GUARD " " . ,  . . . . .  
staying at training camps P61ico will go on duty 
well away from the bustle of 
this city of I0 million people, 
the West Germans under 
strict guard near Cordoba 
,rid the Foles in Rosario. 
West German manager 
Helmut Schoen announced 
his lineu~ Tuesday night, 
opting for a defensive 4-4-2 
lineup for the tough en- 
counter against the Poles. 
Poland lost 1-0 to West 
Germany in the 1974 semi- 
finals and manager Jacek 
Gmoch says the moment has 
outside the stadium eight 
hours before the match 
starts andthe gates will he 
open to the public five hours 
before the kickoff. 
A eapaeity 75,000 crowd is 
guaranteed' and the opening 
match will be beamed livb to 
a television audience 
estimated at more than one 
billion people. 
The primate of Argentina 
and archbishop of Buenos 
Aires, Msgr. Juan  Carlos 
Aramhuru, will bless the 
tournament and a colorful 
'opining ceremony will in- 
clude the release of pigeons, 
a gymnastic display and a 
parade by hearers carrying 
flags for the 16 participating 
counti-ins~ 
3humanists, meanwhi le,  
were pressing tournament 
officials to sort out confusion 
about match tickets. Mere 
than 5.000 journalists are 
covering the tournament and 
many were still without 
tickets Wednesday. 
Some journalists have 
more ~tlckets than they 
requested while others have 
none at all. The com- 
puterized ticket system 
appeared to be operating 
under its own rules without 
much regard for the host of 
problems it was creating. 
i 
. 
Let it be known that I, C.D. Maroney, Mayor of the 
District of Terrace, by the powers vasted in me do hereby 
• ' dec(are that, . .. 
I~{ERFAS activities in and arotmd the wat.cr constitute a 
major part of the recreational enjoyment o£ Terrace .. 
residents; and 
;~I~I~S the Red Cross Water SafOty Service is dedicated to 
the prevention of droNnings and the promotion of health 
and physical fitness; and . -. , 
I~[RFAS ~'e are in strong support of these objectives, 
NOW TI~P~FORE I, C.D. Haroney, Hayer of the District of ' 
Terrace do hereby prdclaim the week of June 5 - 11, 1978, 
as I~D CROSS WATER S~I~T I~EK in Terrace. , 
"GOD SAVE THE QUEEN" 
• i 
Mayor 
Palmers tee for tour  
TORONTO (CP) - -  Five 
prominent players will he 
missing when a $100,000 
Ladies Professional Golfers 
AssodaUon tournament gets 
under way Thursday at the 
St. George's Golf and 
Country Club. 
Jeff Adams, a co-ordinator 
wUh the LPGA, explained 
that a variety of injuries will 
keep Sandra Palmer, Sally.. 
Little, Carol Mann and Pat 
Bradley from competing as 
planned in the 72-hole vent. 
Rooke sensation Nancy 
Lopez, who has won the last' 
three LPGA tourunmen~, 
did not enter. 
Palmer, who finished 17th 
in last week's tour stop, 
sprained an ankle during the 
last round. Little is still 
recovering from the offects 
of an operation, Bradley has 
a problem with her wrists 
and Mann has .an aching 
hack. 
Another factor in the 
absentee r~te may he that 
the 72-hole LPGA ebam- 
VANCOUVER (C#) -- 
Arnold Palmer, the man who 
helped make the pro g01f 
tour a multimllliun<lollar 
business, has accepted an 
invitation to play in the 
Canadian Professional Golf- 
ers Association chain. 
plonship here Aug. 17-20, 
tournament organizers 
announced today. 
Palmer has won 01 tourna- 
ments on the United States 
tour and 18 foreign titles, He 
won the Canadian ~ in 
1955. 
Palmer joins five national" 
champions in the $100,0007 
event at the Shaughness~ 
course. The others ar~ 
George Knudson of Toronto/ 
Roberto de Vicenzo of 
Argentina, Patrick Cotton of 
France, John Bland of South 
Africa and Simon Owen of 
New Zea nd. 
About the only flaw in 
Palmer's impressive record 
plooship is being played next has been his inability to win 
week at Kings Island, Ohio. ' the PGA title in the U.S. 
Lawrence might lead 
Wade's Alouettes 
bT. JOHNS, Qtse. (CP) -  
Montrea. l  A louet tes ,  
defending Grey Cup 
champions, are heading into 
the 1978 C.anadian Football 
league season with their 
quarterback situation a 
large question mark in the 
mind of rookie head coach 
Joe Scannelin. 
Scannella is holding a 
rookie cmn. p here, with the 
veterans scheduled to report 
during the weekend. 
• And while veteran quar- 
terbacks Sonny Wade and 
Joe Barnes appear likely to 
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Alcan gets double dump 
byFrank Verde Village could not field At 6 p.m. that 
Thtu'sday May. 25 a team in time. Sunday Eurocan 
Euroean and Alcan Fun Centre defeated defeated Terrace 
played their pos.tvoned A.W.T. Kitimat 2 to 1, Price-Skeena 4 to 1 
game with Eurocan leaving the A.W.T, with Halloway, Deaf, 
coming out on top 4 to team alone at the Couto and Henderson 
1. Harrison, Hen-, bottom of the stun- scoring for the 
derson, Couto and dings, papermal~ers. 
Cabral did ~he damage Arruda and Ferreira : 
'for Eurocan. HeD- scored'for Fun Centre Brian Dorrington ~.
derson replied for while Hanson scored scored the Terrace i. 
Alcan. goal. ,: Saturday Luso-- the A.W.T. goal. 
Canadian managed to 
beat Alcan 2 to !, Leading scorers: -* " 
giving Mean their 
second straight loss. 
'DeMatos and Con- Stev.eBrady Alcan 8 
tumelias scored for NickKollias PriceSkeena 8: 
Luso. G. Brady scored Brian Dorrington PriceSKeena 7 
for.Alean. Fernando Cabral .Eurocan 6: ' 
Sunday Blackpool George Couto Eurocan 6 
United was awarded a Steve Batty Alcan 4 
game when Kitamaat 
TEAM STANDINGS 
' ream 
I~so-Cana~an 4 4 0 0 
Terrece Price Sl~eena 4 3 1 0 
Em'ocan 4 3 1 0 
repeat as No. 1 and No. 2-- Alcan , , 4 2 2 0 
not necessarily in that or- Ki'tamaat Village 3 1. 2 0 
der--dark horse Larry ~ Centre .4 1 3 0 
Lawrmco has appeared. Blackpool United 4 1 3 0 
Lawr~ce was a member A.W.T. Kitimat 3 0 3 0 
of Jim Duncan's Calgary 
Stampeders in 1970 when secuflve victories before he Oakland Raiders where 
Wade and the Alonattcs, was injured in the eighth Scannelis toiled last year. 
under the direction of. Sam game and Wade inherited Scannella says Lawrence's 
Etcheverry, beat the West- the starting roll for the short stays at the various 
ern Football Conference remainder of the seasoo. NFL camps Were not 
champions for the Grey Cup. PLAYED IN THE NFL became of a lack of talent. 
Wade also led the Ann to the Since his appearance in "He aggravated some 
national championship in Calgary during 1970, cna~hca because he plays the 
1974 and last seasou. Lawrence has had brief game the way he thinks it 
In 19'/7 Barnes led the stops ielth four National shoaldbeplayed,"Scannella 
Alouettes to seven con- Football League, including said. "He impressed me--he 
G.P,  W L T F -A  P 
9-2 8 
24-7 6 
19-3 6 
19-7 4 
6-4 2 = 
3-16 2 ~- 
3-19 ' 2 
• 2-27 0 
drops back well and his arm 
is a cannon. 
Meanwhile, there is Gerry. 
Dattilio, a Montreal er who. 
spent four years honing h is /  
football skills at the 
University of Northern 
Colorado• 
He has been the , 
Als perennial Canadian" 
third-string quarterback. 
_... . ~ - . , - , .~- - -~ . . . . . - , . , . ,~_~ - - -~.____ ._ ._  
/ 
Fathers Day Contest 
IN 20 WORDS OR LESS 
, 
PRIZES 
Kindergarten to Grade 1 i st - $20.00 GIFT CERTIRCATE 
Grades 2, 3 & 4 2.d.  $1o5:00 
Grades 5, 6 & 7 3rd-in each categoryC~FIcO~OAO 
RULES:- 
I) Poems must he written by the ehihl in his or her OWl words, 
2) DeNver/no bier then Saturday, dsse 10. Nailed 20 bier thss 
• Fridnl, June 9j In Ihe Nereid. 
Donated By: 
,Gordon & Anderson 
3) Poems are Is ko written on PLAIN PAPER, DIJIGK INK leelndleg 
SIGNATURE and GRADE' 
4) Onil one poem per nhild, 
It is nur hope that aN poems one be published in this 
edition if there is Inn pelt  a response,.;. ~ then eel! the host will 
appear, wifh the remainder In folisw on Fridels end ilondnle 
edifion until nil hewn been pdnted, "/ 
Anl poems resolved Intn will not qnslifl nnd win not 
/ 
be publithod.. 
Poems not wrilien b! the nhlld will not qnelNl. *'iS 
All,winners ore to oonlnnt he Nereid 
Come on  k ids ,  
jo in  in  the fun 
t 
& the pv es. 
f . f f l ' ;  ~ • 
DELIVER TO: or MAIL TO: or IN KITIMAT: 
Gordon & Anderson Fathers Day Contest Pat Zellnskl 
4606 Lazelle Box 399. 11 Turney Street ' 
Terrace, B.C. Terrace, B.C. Kitlmat, B.C. 
VSC 2K9 
i 
. . . .  ' I 
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 , ales 
spotted 
by Don Pearson 
Custom Sports 
Tide this morning at ME 
Bay Marina is high tide 11:20 
at 12.5 feet. Low tide at 5:20 
at 5,7 feet. 
Douglas Channel fishing is 
still very good for Spring, 
although most of the salmon 
are not big, there are still 
many large fish coming in. 
The area between the 
marina and Clen Bay was 
quite productive last night. 
Four boats limited out 
yesterday. 
Hot Spots were Entrance 
of Clee Bay, Sue Channel and ! 
Jesse Falls. 
A large pool of killer 
whales were seen out from 
Biah Creek yesterday of. 
ternoon. Most fish are being 
taken at a depth of 30 to 40 
feet on Herring strip. 
¥ic dumps 
R ichmond 
VICTORIA (CP) -- Dong 
Angreve scored four goals 
Tuesday night as Victoria 
McDonalds pounded Rich- 
mond Roadrunners 20-10 in a 
Western Canada Junior 
.Lacrosse League game. 
Wayne Reeve added three 
goals and four assists for 
Victoria, which led 8-3 and 
16-7 by periods. Jim Northey 
scored three goals for Rich- 
mend. Victoria outshot the 
visitors 59-50. 
McDosalds moved ~ithin 
two points of second-place 
New Westminster 
Saimonbeliien with their 5-4 
record. 
Top spot • 
i'eversed 
By THE ASSOCIATED 
PRESS 
The teams with the best 
records are having the wont 
reealis this week in the 
Pacific Coast League. 
Tacoma Yankees, first in 
the Western Division and 
sporting the he~t percentage 
in the league, lost Tuesday 
for the second straight time 
to the Spokane Indians, 5-4 in 
12 innings. 
Albuquerque Dukes, who 
had moved into first place in 
the Eastern Division on 
Monday by defeating Tucson 
5.4, lost to the Terns 4-2 on 
Tuesday but remained half 
game ahead of Phoenix as 
the•Giants dropped a 74 
decision to Portland' Bee. 
vers .  
Vancouver Canadians, a 
1½ games behind the 
Yankees, were defeated by 
San Jose Missions 5-4, and 
Salt Lake City Gulls made a' 
shambles of Hawaii Islan. 
tiers 14-6. 
Duane Espy's pinch-hit 
double in the 12th inning 
drove in the winning run for 
Spokane as the Indians went 
into extra innings for the 
second straight night against 
their cross.state rivals. 
DROVE THREE RUNS 
Ksathel Chauncoy drove in 
three Tucson runs, *including 
the winning pair on a triple 
in tha fifth inning, and scored 
once for the Toros. 
Rob Ellis wielded the big 
bat for Portland as he 
homered to snap a 3.3 tie in 
the fifth inning, drove in 
another run and snored twice 
for the Beavers, It was 
Portland's eighth victory in 
nine games and the second 
straight over Phoenix. 
Luis Delgado put San Jose 
ahead with a two-run single 
in the fifth inning. Jack 
Pierce hit a solo home run 
for the Missions, and Andy 
Dyes added an insurance run 
in the eighth inning when he 
singled, etole second, moved 
to third on a throwing error 
by Vancouver catcher Bruce 
Robinson and came home on 
a balk by pitcher Steve 
McCatty. __ 
Cup Odds 
/ 
LONDON (Reuter) -- A 
London firm of bookmakers 
will have to' pay out $1.9 
million if Iron wins the 
World Cup soccer tour- 
nament in Argentina. 
A spokeamdn for the firm 
said Wednesday they had 
tsken a total of $1,900 in bets 
on Iron at odds of 1,000 to 1 
and have now halved Iran's 
price to 500 to 1. 
On other World Cup con. 
instants, the biggest bets 
taken by the .firm have been 
$9,500 on Brazil at 3 to I, the 
same amount on Holland at 8 
to I and $I,900 on Sweden at 
50 to l .  
Bets on Scotland with the 
firm, • mostly in small 
amounts, total $47,500. 
Prices-9 to 4 Brazil, 4 to 1 
Argentina, 7 to 1 West Get. 
many, 8 to 1 Holland, 14 to 1 
Italy and Poland, 2O to 1 
Hungary, 22 to 1 France, 25 
to 1 Spain, 40 to I Sweden, 
to I Peru, ~6 to 1 Austria, 100 
to I Mexico, 500 to I Iran, 
1,000 to 1 Tunisia., 
Bullets 
bounce 
back 
SEATTLE (AP) - -  
Whether you're rooting for 
'Washington Bullets or 
Seattle SuperSonics, big 
leads spell big trouble. 
"I really don't think big 
leads are that impOrtant," 
said Bullets coach Dick 
Motta, who watched •hie 
players dig themselves out of 
a IS-point thirdquarter hole 
and climb past the Super- 
Sonics 120.I16 in overtime 
Tuesday hight in the fourth 
game of the National 
Basketball Association 
championship series, now 
deadlocked at two wins 
apiece. 
"l said it earlier in the 
series, it's difficult o keep a 
15-point lead," added Motts, 
whose Bullets learned that 
lesson the hard way in the 
fh.et game when they saw a 
I9-point, third.peried lead 
evaporate into a four-point 
Seattle victory. "That 24- 
second dock dictates that 
~'ou have to keep playing." 
Tuesday night's game bad 
a record 39,457 fans in the 
Kingdoms on the edge of 
their seats throughout the 
final frantic minutes. 
The Supersonice appeared 
headed for a runaway vic- 
tory after rookie forward 
Jack Sikma'e three-pnlnt 
~lay gave thmn a 85-70 lead 
with-2:22 left in the third 
quarter. But suddenly, 
Seattle stopped running, 
began taking had shots and 
the big lead slowly began to 
dwindle into a big diasp- 
peintmant. 
Pride pushes Lafleur to 
display "real thing" at home 
By AL COLLETTI 
NEW YORK (CP) - -  The 
way Guy Lafleur of the 
champion Montreal 
Canadlees tefls'it, there was 
the Stanley Cup parked m 
the ,lawn of his home in 
Thurso, Que., while his ex- 
cited father phoned every 
friend in town to come and 
see the real thing" 
"Thousands showed up," 
Lafleur told a dinner of the 
Canadian Society of New WILL PLAY HARDER 
"We'll eome back and play York on Tuesday night. 
harder Friday..nnd we'l l  It was a cbange of poce for 
win," said Seattle guard the society, a group of Caus- 
Dennis Johnson, who soured: dians and Americans, 
a career-high 33 points and generally from banking, 
heed houses and business 
circles. 
Instead of the usual 
Canadian political figure as 
guest speaker, they heard 
from Lalleur, Yvon Lam- 
bert, Steve Shutt and 
• Michde (Bunny) Laroque of 
the Canadlens; Denis Pet- 
vin, Clark Gillies and Gerry 
• Hart of New York Islanders, 
and John Farguson, general 
blocked a Bobby Dandridge 
shot in the final moments 
that assured an overtime. 
session. ' ' 
The Bullets tied the game 
midway throught he final 
period, in which they out- 
scored Seattle 26-19 and led 
106-104 after forward Bobby 
Dandridge hit a thren-point 
play with 20 seconds to go. 
But clutch-shouting guard 
Fred Brown sent the game 
into overtime with a joiner 
from the right corner with 14 
seconds on the Clock. ' 
The Bullets led the rest of 
the way. 
of New York manager 
Rangers. 
Lafleur told the society he 
and a friend took the cup-- 
"steal" Was the way GUy put 
it--from publicity director 
Claude Mouton's locked car 
National League 
by Garry Templeton inthe 
third and Mike Tyson in the 
fourth made it 4-0. Then they 
blew it open against reliever 
Butch Metzger with four 
runs in the seventh, three on 
George Hendrick's humor, 
his fourth of the season and 
the first since being obtained 
last Sunday from San Diego. 
Giants I Astros O 
Bob Knepper did it all for 
the Giants, scattering five 
Houston hits for his sevanth 
win and second shutout of the 
season, and bitting a 
seventh-inning sderificc fly 
for San FranCisco's only run. 
PbtiUes e Pirates 1 
Greg Luzinaki hit a three- 
run homer off Pittsburgh's 
Bert Blyleven in the first 
inning, all the runs Steve 
Carlton eeded with his five- 
hitter. 
Expos ? Cubs 4 
Montreal outfielders Ellis 
Valentine, Andre Dawson 
and Warren Cromartie, 
homered in the victory over 
• the Cubs. The win shaved the 
Cabs' East Division lead to 
1½ games over the Expos 
and Phillins. 
Dodgers 10 Padres 2 ' 
Rick Rheden's four-hitter 
and homers by Steve Garvey 
and Lee Lacy carried Los 
Angeles past San Diego. 
• Braves 4 Reds 3 
l~Gary Matthaws' leadoff 
mor, a first-pitch shot over 
the centrefield fence off 
Cincinnati relief star Doug 
Bah', gave Atlanta its 10- 
inning triumph. 
, Lacrosse  
By THE ASSOCIATED 
PRESS 
If Silvio Martinez is 
looking for a pitcher to 
emulate, Juan Marlchal is 
certainly a better choice 
than Bobs Hotioman. 
Martinez, a 22-year-old• 
righthander who made his 
tint major league baseball 
start Tuesday night for St. 
Louis Cardinals, held New 
York Mets hitless for six 
innings. Three more and he 
would have matched the feat 
Holloman achieved May 6, 
1953, a no-hitter in his first 
bigieague start. Holloman 
did it for St. Louis Browns, a 
6-0 National League victory 
ov.er Philadelphia Athletics. 
But in the seventh inning, 
leadoff batter Steve Hen- 
derson sent a Martinoz pitch 
far over the left field wall. 
Eventually the Cardinals 
won 8-2--but Henderson's hit 
was the only one the Mets 
managed. 
"Juan Marichai pitched a 
one-hittcr, they tell me, in 
his first game," Martinez 
said. "I hope this is a good 
omen." 
Marichai went on to 
become a consistent all.star, 
recording 243 career vic- 
tories-240 more than 
Holloman, who vanished 
after one year and a 3-7 
record in the majors. 
EXPOS WIN 
In other games, San Fran- 
cisco Giants beat Houston 
Astros 1-0, Philadelphia 
Phllltos defeated Pittsburgh 
Pirates 6-1. Montreal Expos 
downed .Chicago Cubs• 7-4, 
Los Angeles Dodgers 
whipped San Diego Padr~ 
10-2 and Atlanta Braves 
shaded Cincinnati Reds 4-3 in 
10 innings. 
Martlnnz came up to the 
majors last weekend after 
pitching a no-hittar on 
Friday night for Springfield 
of the American Aesoclation. 
Of his no-hitter in Omaha, 
Martinez said: "l called 
home (to Santiago in the 
Dominican Republic) when I 
got to the hotel. I was hoping 
the Cardinals would call me 
up to the majors the next day 
and they did. Before last 
week I hadn't been thinking 
about St. Louis at all." 
The Cardinals scored •
twice in the eccond 6ff Jerry 
Kcosman. on Ken Reitz's 
si.,gle. Run-searing singles 
Kitimat Minor 
Lacrosse Associat ion 
will be hosting a 
tournament this 
weekend with teams 
coming from Pr ince  
George and possib ly 
P r ince  Rupert;  An  
est imated 60. p layers  
wil l  be coming f rom 
George with a possib le 
two teams from R- 
upert.  All a re  urged to 
at tend and support  the 
league. P lay  is: 
Saturday 9 a,m.  to 5 
p.m.,  and Sunday 9 
a .m.  to12.  
outside a Montreal tavern, going to getClaude Moutou's 
using a set of duplicate keys keys and have some keys 
they had made. . made and I'm going to steel 
Lafleur said that after the cup from him and I'm 
Montreal won the cup 
against the Bruina in Boston 
in the sixth-game May 25, 
there were the traditto|2al 
celebrations for the 
Canadians after they 
returned to Montreal. 
STOPPED AT TAVERN 
First, there was a stop at 
Toe Blake's tavern. 
,Mouton brought the cup 
along because, as Lafleur 
put it, Blake is one of the all- 
time greats of the Canediens 
as player and coach and 
likes to have the cup in his 
place. 
The celebrating Canadisus 
then Halted another former 
Canadians' star, Henri 
Richard, at his tavern. The 
tour was well under way, and 
the purloined cup plot well 
going to keep it for a few 
days. 
"After Henri Richard's, 
one of my friends get into 
Mouten's trtmk and put it 
(the cup) in my car and I 
drove it home." 
When Lafleur got "the cup 
to his Thurso home, nobody 
knew it was there. 
"So I just left the cup 
outside the house ea the 
grnse," Lafleur said. 
His dad asked him ff it was 
real, and Guy assured him it 
Was. 
"So my father got on the 
phone and phoned all his 
friends. Tharso is a small 
town with just about 4,000 
people, and I think we had 
.5,000 there. They really 
hatched. ,enjoyed it and I know those 
Lafleur said; "I talked to guys, they never had a 
one of my friends, who is not ' chance to see the cup. I was 
a player, and I said I'm proud." 
By THE ASSOCIATED decisions and the Red Sox'S 
PRESS . 
Detroit rookie Steve Baker 
says he doesn't like to face 
the same team twice in a row 
and you can imagine how 
Texas. Rangers feel. about 
their second successive 
fruitless run.in with Min- 
nesota's Gcoff Zaim. 
Baker, a 2I-year-old right- 
hander pitching in only his 
second major league game-- 
both against  Baltimore-- 
held the Orioles to three hits 
in seven innings Tuesday 
night as the Tigers napped a 
seven-game losing streak 
with a 5-2 American League 
baseball victory. 
"I kinds like being a stop- 
per," said Baker. "It's a 
challenge to go in there and 
try to break a losing streak." 
Meanwhile, Zahn and Mike 
Marshall combined to shut 
out Texas for the second 
time in nine days, both by 2-0 
scores ,  
In other American League 
action, Boston Red Sex 
blanked Toronto Blue Jays 4- 
0, Cleveland Indians tripped 
New York Yankees 5-1, 
Milwaukee Brewers edged 
Oakland A's 2.1 and Chicago 
White Sox downed California 
Angels 6-2. 
IMPRESSIVE STATISTICS 
Baker, called up last week 
from Evansville of the 
American Association where 
he had a 4-0 record and 1.88 
"eighth consecutive victory. 
Indians 5 Yankess 1 
Rick Wise pitched a four- 
hitter, Buddy Bell and 
Wayne Cage rapped con- 
secutive RBI eingles in the 
sixth inning off Dick Tidrow 
and Andre Thornton 
delivered a pinch hit, twomn 
single off Sparky Lyle in the 
eighth. Wise gave Up singles 
to Mickey" Rivers and 
Thurnum Manson in the first 
inning and then retired 18 
consecutive batters until 
Chris Chambllss homered in 
the seventh. 
Brewers Z A's 1 
Mike Caidwell scattered 
sight hits and Don Money 
singled home Charlie Moore 
with the tie-breaking run in 
the seventh inning. It was 
Caldwell's fifth" victory, 
matching his total for all last 
season, and his fifth com- 
plete game. 
White Sox 6 Angeh Z 
Chet Lemon and Lamar 
Johnson hit eanseoutive 
home runs in the third in~ 
off Frank Tanana as the 
WhiteSox posted their fourth 
straight riumph, while the 
Angels lost their fourth in a 
row for the first time this 
season. 
I971--Ephraim Elrom, 
Israeli consul-general to 
Turkey, was found shot to 
death in Istanbul after being 
earned-run average, held kidnappedbyleftists May 17. 
Baltimore to one run over 6 • 1972--Arthur Herman Bre- 
1-3 innings in his debut last met, 21, was indicted for the 
Thursday~a game evem May 15 shooting of George 
tually lost by :reliever John 
Hiller. This,,time, Hiller 
came on in the eighth and 
retired a~l six batters he 
faced to preserve Baker's 
first big-league triumph, 
"I don't like throwing to 
the same team two games in 
a row," Bakor said. "I threw 
more breaking balls the last 
time and that made my fast 
ball more effective this 
time." 
Aurelio Rodrlguez hit a. 
pinch two-run homer for the 
Tigers, while Alan Trammell 
drove in two runs with a 
grodnder and an infield hit. 
Wallace, governor of 
Alabama and. presidential 
candidate. 
Twice Italian 
CANNigS (Reutor) - Er- 
~mno Olmi's film Tree of 
Clogs today won the Ca,nes 
Feetival's top prize, the 
Golden Palm Award, giving 
Italy its eecond first-place 
success in two years in tl~ 
• 'French international film 
festival. 
The tanners-up award was 
shared by Britain's The. Twins 2 Bangers 0 
Zahn, who pitched 7 2-3 Shout, directed by Jerzy 
shutout innings in beating Shollmoski, and Italy's Bye 
theRanger~.inhislastouting Bye Monkey by Marco 
May 22, allgwed five hits .in Ferreri. 
eight inuinge in extending his Best actress award was 
shutout string against Texas shared by Jill Clayburgh for 
to 1S 2-3 inninge, her role in An Unmarried 
Red Sox 4 Blue J.ays O , Woman and France's 
Dennis Eokersiey, backed Isabelle Huppor for her part 
by solo home runs from Rick in Violette Noziore. 
Burleson and Dwight Evans, Best actor was John 
pitched an elght-hittor for his Voight for i~s portrayal of a' 
first shutout in a Boston uni- mralyzed Vietnam veteran 
form, his fifth triumph in six in Coming Home. 
Local swimmers return from 
'StocktonCalifornia 
entrant list of 4;771. 
The ages of the swimmers 
ranged from under 10 to 18 
years. The lucky twenty that , 
Twmty local swimmen 
have just .returned from 
Stockton California with an 
impressive trail of victories. 
Northern Swim Association 
momhas~ from the Terrace 
Bluebacks, Kttlmat'Marlins, 
Rupert Amateur Swim Club 
and  George Barracudas 
. went to Stockton on "an 
incentive meet" com- 
petition, according to coach 
and chaperone Sharon 
Lewis. 
Sharon took eleven 
Barracudas, four Marlins, 
four Rupert swimmers and 
one Bluehack on the' coin- 
petition which boasted an 
travelled from this a re .  
were all the 10 to ,.18 age 
group. , 
Official standings are not 
available yet, Sharon ex- 
plains, because they must be 
mailed up from Stockton. 
Some individual bests 
were: from Prince George, 
17 year old Brad Dalke, who 
swam first in the 400 metre 
free, 100 metre fly, second in 
the 250 individusl medley, 
third in the 200 fly and 200 
free, as well as seventh in the 
200 b~easistroke. 
Also of George, 16 year old 
Shaun Staeddard, placed 
third, in the IOn and 200 
breuststrcke.'s. 
Janin Blocks, 17, placed 
second in the 150 breast- 
stroke, Tom Laurie, 16, 
lmlled second in the 100- 
back,Debbie Richter, 12, 
placed eighth in the 100 
breantrcke and 14 year old 
Lance Cansdale, also of the 
Barracudas, placed third in 
the 100 free, fourth in the 200 
individual medley, fifth in 
the 400 and 200 free's, sixth in 
the ~0 back, seventh in the 
leo back, eighth, in the 20O 
back and ninth in the 100 
breastrcke. 
- Enough on the ouistandiq 
Barracudas, now onto the 
superstar ofthe Marlin club, 
(that'e not to eay there's only 
one). 
Diane Barbett i  of the 
Marlins, a I2 year old 
swimming clnse to 
provincial times, took first in 
the 50 and 100 metre 
Anotl~,,r 12 year old, attended the Stockton meet. 
Loraine Muteh of Rupert, It's obvious from their 
placed seventh in the l00 fly. standings that a lot of 
• The lone representative of preparation and practise 
theBluehacks, Trent Martin, went intothe meet. Coaches 
14, took an impressive fifth 
in the leo and 200 back's, 
sixth in the 100 free and 200 
indlvida~! medley, seventh 
in the 100 fly and elgth in the 
400 free. 
. Theso are only a few of the 
and trainers deserve a big 
hand for their perservermce 
over the winter months as 
this coming weekend is the 
close of the season for mest 
local clubs. Prince George is 
the ho6t his weekend, more 
northern swimmers who later. 
aM I I  
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, Investigate the edvontsges of this rmt. 
t0.own plan• All mmlea paid apply to purchase. Why 
fie up your cash or borrowing power. 1st and lest 
months rent and drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
78 F 250 p;~.kep 78 Econoline Van 78 C 100 Chev 
L S148.00permonth $13&00per month $129.00 per month 
lease end price lease end price lease end price 
152,175•00 $1,975.00 $1,875.00 
or simply return or simply return or simply return 
78 Camaro HT 78 ~ Zephyr Sedan ;e Dodge Van 
5139.00 per month 5124.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,025.00 
or simply return 
78 Fiesta 3 dr. 
$~.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1400.00 
lease end price 
Sl,i~5.00 
or simply return 
q 
$155.00 per month 
lease end price 
52,275.00 
nr simply return 
$129.00 per month r 
lease end price ! 
$1,875.00 I 
or simply return 
;a OIds C~utlas~ 
$t39.00 per month 
lease end price .~ 
$2,025.00 | 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION | 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-  RICHARDS | 
breastroke's. She also COLLECT987.7111 I 
placed sixth in the 200 in. BELMONT LEASING LTD. | 
dividnsl medley. For any 1160MARINE DRIVE | 
statisticians; the 50. was' in NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C. I).00419A 
39.6 seconds, .unofficial. 
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ew Business S 
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TE B S T .  798-2267 
We're  * ' " " ' ° '  ,,,.,,oo 
L. s ted  "°*°''°°''"°'''''° GEMINI EXCAVATING . 635-3479 
- e re /  Free - for ONE month courtesy of THE 
DALLY  HERALD 
customers 636 6357 
If you'wish your Business Phone 
listed for  your please cal l  m 
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right to classify ads under 
i appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
: or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
/ t  Reply Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
:~ box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
,~ within 10 days of.expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad. 
vertlser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing In the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be limited to the 
mount paid by the ad. 
vertlser for only one In- 
correct insertion for the 
portion of the edvertlslng 
Ipece occupied by the in. 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that dlscrlmlnatss 
against any person because 
of his rac~., religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unlessthe condition Is 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Published at  Terrace 
B.C. 5 days a week 
Mon..Fri. mornings 
PUBL ISHER 
Don Crnmac~ 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effect ive October i ,  
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carr ier  mth 3.00 
By Carr ier  year  36.00 
By Mai l  3 ruth 12.00 
• By Mai l  6 ruth22.00 
By Ma i l  year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604-635.6357 
'HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
• Phone 635.6357 
'The Coffee House will be 
held on Sunday June 4th at 
8:00 p.m. En[oy live music 
In a casual meeting place.. 
Admission $1.00 
Order 'of the Royal Purple 
annual tea for Senior 
Citizens to be held Wed- 
nesday, June 7.at 2 p.m. In 
the Elks Hell. All seniors 
welcome. . For t reE•  
sportatlon please call 635- 
6343. 
:IMPORTANT MEETING 
'Please attend our next 
meeting. Time - June 7, O:00 
p.m.. Place- NWC College, 
5330 McConnell, Room 204. 
Agenda: , , 
• fees 
• nomlnate officers 
• set ~nembershlp fees 
• posslbilltles of self suf- 
ficient opuratlon. 
We need your opinions and 
suggestions in order to suit 
your needs. 
! 
B.C.O.A.P.O. - Annual Fall 
Bazaar. November lath 
1978. Arena Banquet Room 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
;nsertlon, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. .  
3 or more consecutive ln• 
sertlons $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charge d for 
'whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad'has been set. , 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be macle before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect a.d. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
Sl.2S mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge SS.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only.. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day pr ior  to 
publication day. 
• Service chargo of.SS.00on all 
. N.S.F. chequee. 
WEDDING " DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
NO charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
Wednesday June 7th will be WANTED DONATIONS 
the last Terrace Art The Three Rivers Worksh:; 
Association Picture Loan for the Handicapped ar-, 
until September 6Oh. Pain- .looking for donations of any . . . .  
tings should be returned by old, broken or used pieces of Kitimat (.nlld 
7:30 p.m. to the Terrace furniture, also any discarded , Development Centre 
Library Arts Room so they wood products we could use requires Sept. 1st 1978 
can be put on display for for recycling or renovating. PRESCHOOLSUPER: 
selection. Arrangements can Call us at 635-2238 behveen ~ VISOR . 
then be made for the sum- 8a.m. and 3 p.m., we wlll try Experlencepreferred 
mer mimths rentals, to make arrangements for with 
The Mount Elizabeth pickup. "" SPECIALcHILDRENNEEDS 
Parents' Committee will be .Mills Memorial Hospital Apply before June 1 1978 
holding their annual general Auxiliary Thrift Shop on to: 
meeting on Monday, Jun.e Lazelle now offers a full Me. Jennifer Davles, 
5Oh. at 7:38 p.m. in the stock of Spring and Summer Executive Director, 
cefeterla, at Mount wear. Drop in on Saturdays Child Development 'Centre, 
Elizabeth. The guest from lh00 • 4:30 p.m.' 172-3rd St. Kitlmat, B.C. VSC 
speaker, Mr. Dale Flfflck, 2H5 
District Superintendent, will INCHES AWAY CLUB (C12-7th f-ju.) 
explain the report from the Meet every Tuesday night at : 
recent External Observation 8 In the 5keena Health Unit. ' Full or part.time. Here is an 
Team who were In our For more Information phone opportunity to earn extra 
District a few weeks ago. '635-3747.or 635-3023.. money, $6 - $8 per hour. 
This team met with various - -  Training Is available. For 
officials In the District as MILLS MEMORIAL interviews Call Marnle 635- 
welleeteschersand parents, THRIFT SHOP 9721 anytime (Fuller Brush) 
and their comments were Mills Memorial Hospital (ctf) 
reporteclbacktotheDIstrlct. Auxiliary would appreciate 
There will be eledlon of any donations of good, clean Wanted Immediately ex. 
officers for the next school clothing, any household perlenced cook for out of 
term and anyone Interested Items, toys etc. for their • town restaurant. Contact 
In this Commlttea and their THRIFT SHOP. :Mezladln Resort: Radio 
chlld'seducatlonlslnvltedto For pickup service phone phone 1R900 (I)3-3) 
ottend, grief reports on the 635-5320 or 6"35.6233, or leave • 
Committee's activities over donations at thb Thrift shop. 
the past'year will also be on Lazelle Avenue on 
glven, lt ls hoped that many Saturdays between 11:00 
Interested parents and  a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
teachers will attend this you. (nc) q978 TS 125 Suzuki trail bike 
meeting. Remember June Weight watcl~lrI meaiJng for sale. 400 miles and In 
5Oh at 7:30 p.m. heldevery Tuesdoyat?p.m. excellent condition. Asking 
at the Knox United Church $800.00. Phone 638.1072'after 
Hall, 4907 Lazello Avonue. 6,p.m. 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeene Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services - 
- Activity Centre for hen. 
dlcrafts 
• Day Care for working 
people ' 
- Drop-in for companionship 
& coffee,' 
Monday thru Friday 0:4. 
Transportotlon available. 
Ledge $5.09, p r~dUctlg~.ch0rge for . Contact Skeenavlew 
• .wedding and.or :~g~gement~,~ 635.2265 . 
plctures. News of Weddings • 
(write-ups) recelved one 
month or more after event Skeena Health Unit 
$10.00 charge, with or 3215-2 Eby Street 
without picture. Subject to Terrace, B.C. 
condensation. Payable in 635-6307 
advance. The following are a few of 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Funeral~ 5 I~ 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
the services offered locally 
by your Health •Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON. 
FERENCES. 
. Held weakly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30.3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
Held at Thornhlll 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:.30 - 3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap. 
pointment. 
• Babysitters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Im. 
munlzatlon. 
ADULT CLINIC~ 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed. 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00- 4:10 p.m. by .ap- 
palntment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at Intervals for 
expectant paren ls. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE. 
Nursing ca~ in the home ~or 
those who 'need It on referral 
from their!family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4year old children. Held 
on third 'Monday of every 
month.' Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
'done. Pleaso phone for 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Thursday at-. 
ternoon at 1:00 - 2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday af 3:38 
or by appointment. 
SAN ITATION 
The public health insl~ctors 
are now situated In Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanltatlen 
problems. 
AUDIOLOGY CLINIC 
Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearing eats will be done by 
doctor's referrals. Tel No. 
• 638-1155, ' !" 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No.205.4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel . ~3S-9196. 
Assessment and ~lannlng for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDIC/~PPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and :social 
rehabilitation, done by 
consultant. 
Representatives from the 
B.C. Ministry of Education, 
Health and Human 
Resources will be In Terrace 
to attend an early childhood 
clocum meeting to be held at: 
Northwest Community 
College, Wednesday, June 7, 
1978 7 p.m. 
They wish to talk to the 
people In the cbmmunlfY 
about early childhood 
training programs. 
The Terrace Art 
Association Invites you to 
attend a slide show and 
pottery exhibition bY Jeanne 
Sarlch on Saturday, June 3, 
In the Terrace Library Arts 
Room at 7 p.m. The slide 
show starts at 8:lSp.m. 
The history department a
Northwest Community 
College will I~ organizing a 
series of open discussion 
meetings on "Why 
Revolut ions?",  "Why 
Wars?", a closer look at the 
interre lat ion between, 
political, social and 
economic factors in 
domestic and international 
relations in the 28th century. 
Anyofie interested is 
welcome to attend the first 
meeting on Thur~lay, May 
18, from 7-10 p.m. in room 2e6 
on the college campus to 
watch and discuss 90 
minutes of animated films on 
"The History Book"-which' 
fo¢Bses on the time period 
from the'l~OO'e to today. 
This is a free community 
service which will continue 
until June 15. 
Anglican Church Woman' 
will hold a rummage sale 
Friday, June 2nd, com- 
mencing at 9:30 a.m. In the 
Angllcen Parish Hall. Lots 
of good summer clothing, 
household effects etc., 
'A Heather-Tartan Society is For Sale: 1976 Honda 
being formed with the in- Goldwing 1000 Excellent 
rarest of promoting Scottish condition. Phone 635-3831 or 
cultural Interest and events, v!ew at 4404 Welsh. (p10;3) 
Interested persons should 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
635-2456 as soon as passible. 
~keana District GIrT Gu'i-des 
would like to announce .the Must sell Immediately 23" 
opening of a Land Ranger Viking Counsol color TV. In 
Compmy in the Thornhill good condition. Phone 635- 
area. Girls'between the ages 4561. (c3-1) 
• of' 14 and 18 who are in- 
terested please call 635.3061 For Sale: 2 graduation 
or 638.1269 (ctf) dresses. Never worn. 1 pink 
~'~ P),RENTSlNCRIS'iS and .one apricote. Size 12. 
Selling cheap. 635-5221 after 
Are you making your own 6 (c5-2) 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do you con-." S{'amp and Coin collectors 
stantly yell at your ch Idren,. New Stock 1970 coins and 
or hit them, or find it hard to stamps have arrived in- 
control your angry feelings cluding the Captain Cook 
toward them? ' : Bicentennial 'presentation 
P.l.C.'s goal Is to help you S~t. 
become the loving con- Terrace Drugs and 
structive parent you really Lakelee Pharmacy. 
want to be. (A10-2) 
All Inquires abso!utely 
confidential. ; For •Sale: Rebuilt 
Phone Mary or John 635-4419 Volkswagen englne and 
RAPE RELIEF trans., rims, pocket'eat and 
& CRISIS LINE double, belt massager, bird 
FOR WOMEN cage, with stand. Phone 635- 
CALL 635.7558 3051 until 2 'p.m. (c10-5) 
OR 
6~.7720 5 Chev Spilt rims. 15" - 6 lug 3 
(ctf) good summer tires on.  $15 
each. Call 635-7058 days or 
638.8372 evenings. (c5.1) 
Sale or Trade: 4 lots on 
Paquette St. will trade on 
backhoe, ~ractor or what THE--H-6EBY IIUT ..... " 
Ceramic supplies & h~ve you? Also 25' ml~tor 
Greenware, air brushing home 
available, culfom firing. ,1974 Chev Impala. 2 door 
: 3936McNeil St. H.T., p.s., p.b., phone 635. 
635-9393 . 6692 (E.O.D,-2) : 
A'--B-L-E"ELECTRIC LTD. ' Auction Sale: Sat., June 3 at 
Electrical and Refrigeration 1 p.m. Corner Hwy. 16.East & 
contract. Klrkaldy Rd. Tools, Fur- 
'House wiring, n i tu re ,  Hardware ,  
• 63,54076 Housewares, Consign now - 
Free Pickup. Phone 638.1538 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP eves .  (p3-2) 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. For'Sale: simplicity washer 
Reasonable rates, and dryer. Maytag or table 
1931 Queensway Dr. 'dryer. Excellent condltlon. 
Dining table, end table." 
GOLDEN RULE Phone 635.2104 after S (c3-2) 
Odd lobs for the"lobless. 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum ForSale: Propane stove and 
GEMINI EXCAVATING tank. $150. Tent trailer $275 
Phone 635.7042 (c5-4) 
LTD. 
(Wes Andrews) For Sale: Stereo system - 
Backhoe Work  Hermon.Kerden Pablo ST.7 
Hourly&Controd turntable, dynaco A-2S 
635-3479anytime speakers, Sansul head- 
(A J12) phones, Yamaha 610 am• 
puffer, Sony front-loader 
cassette deck, solid 
N~hogooy stereo stand. 
Phone 635-4373 days 635-3846 
after 7 p.m. (c5-5) 
1 good used electrolux, 1 
typewriter. 63~i.6672 (p3.3) 
Lost. Brown framed glasses, 
black arms with a hearing For Sale: lelectrolux vac. 
aid attached. Lost between Complete with powerhead. 
Riverside Groceryand the m Excellent condition.:" Phone 
overpass. Reward offered. 635-5257day ol; 635-66~. eves. 
phone 635.2490 (io5-I) 
A white long haired female 
cat with green.yellow eyes. 
She's two years old. Missing , 
~rom .the lower Albatross Office Space for Rent: 2700 
area of Kltimat. Any In. sq. ft. on,. Grelg Ave., 
formation would be 'ap- Reasonable rent. Lease 
preclated. Contact 69 Brant available. Phone 635.7266. 
or call 632-2924. (stf) (ctf) 
Two male black aRd white 
kittens to give away. Eight 
weeks old, trained, good with 
children. 635.3642 after 6 
p.m. and weekends. (sff) 
Wanted to Buy: A good used 
trailer to hold a 20' river- 
boat. 638-1613 days 635-5837 
after 6 p.m. ask for Bill (ctf) 
Wanted to Buy: Older piano. 
Good condition. Reasonably 
priced. Phone 635•9636 (p5-2) 
Wanted 16' or 17" flbreglass 
canoe. Call 635.4770 eves or 
~8-115S days. (c3.2) 
For Sale: 20' W.L. Salll~at, 
• 6'2" 5500 lb. displacement, 
headroom, 8' beam, 3' draft, 
10 h.p. volvo diesel, depth. 
sounder, S.S. rigging, 25 gal. 
v~ater and fuel, dacron sails, 
moorage Included, $8,000 or 
reasonable offer. Phone 632. 
5117 after 5 p.m. (c5.1) 
For Sale: 25' cabin cruiser 
with 9'8" beam. Fresh water 
cooled .318 Chrysler°marine 
engine 270 Volvo leg. safety 
equipment, anchor,• spare 
parts etc. Plus 1978-79 
moorage Included. Price: 
boat plus trailer' $10,500• 
Phone 635-2682 after 6 (p4-2) 
1974 .'85 h.p. Mercury O.B.e. 
with 17.3' ., Glastron 
Flbreglass ski beat. ~om- 
plate with trailer, life 
lackets, CB radio. Asking 
only $3500. Phone 635.9493 
(I)5-3) 
20' Day Cruiser with tandum 
trailer. 80 h.p. Merc 65 Merc 
backup $4500 or best offer. 
Phone 635-9997 after 6 also. 
Zenith Dryer. (p3,3) 
For Rent: Fully modern and 
carpeted 2 bedroom suite. 
Private entrance and 
driveway. Close to Skeena 
Sec. School. Phone 635.2643 
MTGE HELPER - GOOD 
INVESTMENT 
1072-72A an, d 72B River Dr.," 
Thornhlll, s-s duplex jand '1 
bedroom house on Jarge 
corner lot. 20 yrs old. 3 sap. 
meters, tenants pay own 
utilities. Total monthly rent 
$420. "To view call 635-7810,, 
Offer:to $40,500. CHADE - 
435-14715 Block Bros. Realty. 
(A 2-18,19-2•1,2.-2•6,7 ) 
For Sale.: 3 bedroom 
executive home. 2, full 
bathrooms. Fireplace. 
Patio doors, double car 
garage. Fruittrees, garden. 
Call after 7 p.m. 635-7485 (P3- 
2) 
Four bedroom house. 3 
upstairs one down, 3 
bathrooms, 2 up and one 
down. Lots of cupboards and 
dinette in kitchen large 
living room and dining room. 
2 fireplaces, large rumpus 
room and family room with 
fireplace. Completely 
carpeted with large carport 
and sundeck. Located on 
large fenced and landscaped 
lot. 4819 Scoff Ave. Phone 
635-4425 after 5:00 p.m. (p22- 
lull8) 
Owner leaving town June 1. • Comox, B.C. V9N 4B4 phone 
Must sail 2 bedroom home 339.4736 (¢S0.1ulyl) 
For Sale: 80xi00' lot. View 
at McNeil St., Thornhill. On 
water system. Asking $6,000. 
Phone 6354540 or 635-2056 . 
(ctflu4) 
3 and S acre parcels on • 
Woodland Park Subdivision 
$14,000 and $1900. Two lots • 
enlyleff. Onewlth creak. JD 
Proctor, 490 Anderton Road, 
$25,000 or best offer• 2107 
Pear St. Please call days Build your home among 
635-6446 or evenings 638-8291 beautiful arge cedars on lot 
(c5-2t) ; 150x210 Skeena St. Asking 
11,500.00 Offers. Phone 635- 
3 bedrooms, in town. 5102 after 6 and weekends.. 
Pleasant St., 6 year old (p3.1) 
house. Asklng 355,000 635- "" 
7796 (p5-5) 2.3 acre homeslte In Tyee 
Lakearea. 1V2 blocksfrom 
lake. Press. Water 
Systems, g rave l le¢  
dr iveway,  selectively 
cleared. Excellent ope~ 
garden plot. 0 miles from 
Smithers. Asking $15,000. 
All realistic offers con 
sidered. 846-5888 (p5-4) 
Successful store for sale In 
Terrace. Complete with 
equipped butcher shop, 8.  
coolersand freezers. 1 walk- 
In, 3 bedroom dwelling at-: 
tached. One rental house, 
occupied, 3 bay garage all on .: 
one acre of !and. Annual-. 
- - I i i  
" IFor Sale: 3 bedroom split 
Ilevel - bench area. 4 years 
|left at 10V4 percent 
lassumable mortgage. More 
Iinformation 635-3320 after 
i P.m. (plO-lO) I 
For Sale: 1078 sq. ft. 
bedroom home on V= acre lot, 
fully fenced and treed; at- 
tached garage, 300 sq.'ft. 
shed, root cellar, Asking 
$42,000. Phone 635.4790 after 
6'. 
Wanted to Rent or lease a 
small house or trailer by a . sales almost double asking 
responsible woman with price. Assumable mortgage. ~. 
pets. 638•1534 or 635-4931 Call 635-5202 for details, i: 
Local 37. (c3-1) (p20.17) ;: 
LAND FOR SALE  
Near ly  21/2 acres at  4928 Twedle  Avenue 
Lot  2 Block 7 DL  979 Plan 3370 
Adiacent  to  Up lands  School ,  w i th  
mounta inv iew 
Offers over  S30,O00 wi l l  be considered. 
Repl ies to Box 1178, Ter race  Herald,  by 
June 10. • 
• Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
26" x 36" 
12 ...., gel,- 3.76 
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St, Terrace 
. ;  
NORTHWEST 
i)OMMUNITY COLLEGE 
• ARTS & Sl)IENi)E DI¥1SIOll 
\ i 
Part- T ime .ins tructo rs 
Appl icat ions  a re  invi ted f rom persons who are  interested in 
teaching in any of the fo l low ing  disc ip l ines at the Ter race  Cam- 
pus. 
.. B IOLOGY (Lab. )  
. .CHEMISTRY (Lab. )  
. .MATH EMATICS  
POL IT ICAL  SCIENCE 
PHILOSOPHY.  
PHYSICS ENGL ISH 
Appl icants  should be able  to ins t ruc ta t  a f i rs t -year  un ivers i ty  
level• Evening classes may be invo lved• For  fu r ther  in fo rmat ion  
ca l l  635.6511 (Eocal  260) Ter race .  
• Appl icat ions ,  enclosing a cur r i cu lum v i tae  should be addressed 
to:  
THE PR INCIPAL  
NORTHWEST COMMUN ITY  CO'LLEGE 
P.O. BOX 726 
TERRACE,  B.C.  
VBG 4C2 
. ?  
, j .  
J 
, ~ 
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Easy to manage fast food 
franchise offering hlgh 
return with nominal In. 
vestment. Write Quick Stop 
Submarines 1649 Victoria 
St., Prince George, V21 2L4 
phone 562.4275 or pm 564. 
8287. (c3.2) 
For Sale Prime Tire 
Business with gas servlce 
etc. - 4 bedroom home, 
completely furnished, 11/= 
bath, many extras, situated 
68 miles north of Terrace. 
Apply C. Rifler, Box 183, 
Terrace, B.C. 633-2326 (eft) 
71 - 
AUTOMOBILES~ 
For Sale: 1972 Ford 
Econoline Van. Fully 
camperlzed. Low mileage, 
many extras. Excellent 
condition phone 635.5514 
after 5 (p8.2) 
1969 V.W. Beetle. Low 
mileage. Well maintained. 
Has radio, 4 summer & 4 
winter tires. Good running 
condition. Call 635.2243 8- 
4:30 or 638.8372 eves. (c5-1)' 
1975 ()ids Omega Haichback 
350 VS, Tapedeck etc. $3,000 
miles. Blue and white 3500 
O.B.O. Phone 635-7291 days 
635-6876 after 5 p.m. (p5-11 
1971 Toyota Landcrulser 
with Wide tires plus set spare 
fires with rims. View at 5135 
McConnell 638.1517 or 635. 
4380 (p10-6) 
1972 Toyota long.wheel base 
Landcruiser. Complete with 
1977 12x68 3 bedroom Bendix 
Leader Mobile Home. 
Unfurnished but will have. 
frldge, washer and dryer. 
Located presently In 
Woodland Heights. Trailer 
Park. Phone 635-4373 days, 
~.15.3846 after 7 p.m. (c5.5) 
Must SII - 12x46 2 bedroom 
mobile home on a fully 
serviced, clear rifle lot on 
Simpson Rd, Thornhlll. 
Open to offers, G. Warnen, 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C., 
635-7117 (eft) . 
For Sale: 12x68 ATCO 
Velmont 3 bedroom mobile 
home. Set up and skirted In 
frailer court in town. Will 
sell furnished or un- 
furnished. Phone 635.9046 
even. (plO-Jul) 
E;"OSSESSIONS 
We have a limited number of 
12', 14', and 24' wide In ex. 
cellenf condition. 
NO DOWN 
PAYMENT 
Purchase Includes delivery, 
set up and furniture. (On 
approved credit). 
If you quality we will fly 
you in at our expense. 
Hurry[- These won't last1 
Call our credit manager 
collect at 
684-0024 
Tot-Star 
Mobile Homes 
835 Granvile 
Vancouver, B.C. 
V6Z 1 K7 
(a10-7) 
23x56 Doublewide, malor 
appliance and garden shad. 
fenced. Situated on lot fully 
winch, extra spare tire, roof 
rack, good condition, View 
5135 McConnell 638-1517 or 
635.4380 (p10-6) 
72 Volkswagon square back, 
sliver colour, 1 owner car, 
32000 miles. Excellent 
condition. Asking $180g 
Phone 635.6997 (¢.5.1) 
ForSale: 1972 Triumph Spit. 
Fire. Custom Paint. Good 
condition. 25,000 original. 
Offers. 'Calldays 635-6516 
eves 638.8296 (p5-2) 
1975 Jimmy 4x4, 26,500 miles, 
engine cooler, oll cooler, 
equal!zer  ~ hitch, trailer 
towing suspension for 8000 
G.V.W.., Sliding side win- 
dows; high Sierra Package. 
Excel ant condition. Will 
consider trade. Phone 632- 
7973 (c5-2) 
74 Chev ~/~ ton 300 H.P. VS, 
new fires and rims. Trailer 
towing pack. Asking $4,000 
635.7466 (pS-21 
For Sale: 1973 Jeep Com- 
mando 4 wheel drive. Two 
tops Included. Very good 
condition. Phone 635.2770 
after 5 p.m. (p3-2) 
1975 GMC Sierra Grande V= 
ton. Phone 638-1651 after 5 
p.m. (pp3-2) , 
ForSale: 1973AMC Hornet. 
Best price 635.3126 after 5 
(c2.1) 
73 Renault front wheel drive, 
asl~lng $1000 and 1976 Kx250 
motocross Kawaskl like new 
asking $1,000 638.1483 (eft) 
For Sale: 1973 F-100 Ford 
PU, low mileage, radial 
tires. $2600 or best offer. 
Phone 635.6815 or view at 12- 
4625 Graham Ave., Terrace, 
B.C. (p3-3). 
60'TENDER s 
For Sale: 1975 Chev Monza 
2x2 19,000 miles, radials, 
auto, p.s., p.b., good gas 
mileage. Phone 635.6815 or 
view at 12-462~ Graham 
Ave., Terrace, B,C. (p3-3) 
1975 Plymouth Vallent 318 
automalle,..p~s., p,b., low 
mileage. 2'door H.T. Phone 
635-4597 (p6-6) 
1977 Camaro 350 4 speed, p~ 
windows, p.b., tll t steering, 
o.s., $5,800 O.B.O. Phone 635. 
2716 after 6 (p5-1,2,5,6,7) 
I 
For Sale: 1974 Bendix [ 
Leader trailer. 2 bedroom. [ 
Reverse aisle. Front I
kitchen, patio doors and I 
sundeck. Phone 635.6405 I 
(ctflu141 
r ............. J 
For Sale: 12x60 1973 
Canadlana 2 bedrooms with 
frldge, stove, washer and 
dryer. Asking $11,000 
negotiable. Phone 635.7697 
56' Safeway doublewldei" 
Includes all malor up. 
pllances, large garden shed 
and fencing. 3 bedrooms, 2 
full hath, and fireplace. Set 
up and fully skirted In 
cedar. View at No..31-4619 
Queensway Drive (Tim. 
berland Trailer Park 
Phone 635.9429. (eft) 
i 
12x68 Safeway. Furnished. 
8xl0 heated low shack. 
Phone 635.9323. (p10.7) 
skirted complete fenced. 
. View at 31 Timberland 
Trailer Court, 4619 Queen- 
sway. (Ctf) 
= 
Trailer for sale: 1974 12x68 3 
bedroom furnished trailer, 
dishwasher, frldge, stove, 
washer, dryer, china cabinet 
etc..No.1 Pine Park phone 
635-3246 (¢lm-Ju 17) 
[ 1 ..,| Invitation to Tender 
Sealed Tenders, marked 
"Renovations" Terrace 
Community Correctional 
Centre Terrace, B.C. for 
Malor Renovations, Tender 
No. 1870 will be received up 
to 3:00 p.m..local time the 22 
day?~)t~J'tJ'n'e,:'i¢)78, "a'nd th0se 
available at that time will be 
opened In public at British 
Columbia Buildings Cur. a 
uoratlon, 4827 Keith Ave., 
Terrace, B.C., Phone 638. 
1191. 
Tendering documents may 
be obtained at the above 
address after 9:00 a.m. on 
the 31 day of May 1978. 
Tenders must be flied on the 
forms provided, in sealed, 
clearly marked envelopes. 
) 
The lowest ~or any Tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
(e3-1) 
t 
1972.8' caml~er. Very good 
condition. Phone 635.4644. 
(p3-1) 
1975 Concord motor home. 
24' long. • Dodge 440 engine, 6 
new fires. 2 new hatterles. 
Stove, 3-way fridge, 
washroom with shower. 
Sleeps 8. Air conditioning. 
Furnace, 2 dining fables. 
Phone 632.6704 (c5.2) 
1977 H.T. Tent Trailer, 
Sleeps 6, 2 way frldge, stove, 
propane heater. Privacy 
curtains. Phone 635.47.41 or 
vlewat 2213 Kalum St. (p3-2) 
111/2' camper for sale. Also 
1971 Toyota statlonwagon. 
Phone 635.3604 (P3-2) 
Must Sell: Leaving countr'y, 
2 snow mobiles With double 
wide trailer $1500 phone 635. 
4629 (e5-4) 
Registered )/= quarter and 
Arabian Chestnutgeldlng. 8 
years 01d. Very gentle. 
Good riding horse $300. 
Phone 635.6997. (¢5-1) 
FOR SALE BY BID 
Good and chattels of Coppar 
Mountain Automotive Ltd. 
Situated at 208 Skinner Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. THE GOODS' 
MAY BE VIEWED,Monday 
Evening, June 12, 1976. Bids 
may be submitted In writing 
fo Security Balllffs"Ltd. P.O. 
Box 222, Klflmaf, B.C. no 
later than June .16, 1978; (c9. 
7) 
PHOTOGRAPHY: 10 for 
$1.00. Our .introductory 
special o f fe rsyou  10 
beautiful jumbo-size color 
plctures from any one color 
negative for only Sl.00. Any 
additional pictures over 10 
from same negative only 10c 
. each. Send as many color 
negatives (any size) as you 
wish plus $1.00 for each. Also 
save on developing and 
printing your color films. 12 
exp. roll - S2.99, 20 exp. roll - 
$3.99, 24 exp. roll - $4.99, 36 
exp. ro l l .  $6.99. Fast ser- 
vice, guaranteed quality & 
satisfaction or money 
refunded. Pronto Photo 
Service, 30 Eastgate, Win. 
nipeg, Man. R3C 2C1. (]u 151 
I / ? .  
" i  
PERSONAL: Discerning 
Adults. Shop discreetly by . . 
mall. Send $1.00 for our 
latest fully Illustrated" 
catel0gue of marital alds for 
beth ladles and gentlemen. 
Direct Action Marketing Inc. 
Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3X9. 
(df) 
HELP WANTED: Mature 
sfudentsl Earn $6 to $7 per 
hour plus bonus with in. 
teresting summer work. 
Write Fuller Brush Co., Box 
108 care of 808, 207 West 
Hastings St., Vancouver, 
B.C. V6B 1H7 or Mr. T. 
Dlamond, General Delivery, 
Station 'R', Kelowna, B.C. 
V1X 4K& (ctf) 
WHEN A 
FOREST 
BURNS 
YOUR MONEY 
GOES UP IN // Jr/~ 
SMOKE 
PROTECT 
CANADA'S 
FORESTS ~,' 
Discover British Columbia 
A TRAVEL FEATURE FROM TouRISM BRITISH COLUMBIA 
HOODOOS ON THE THOMPSON 
by Murphy Shewchuk 
Interested in carved stone 
columns of ancient civilizations 
but can't afford a trip to ancient 
, Greece or Rome? 
"-" Well, fret not. 
'~ B,C. has a wealth of colorful 
-: ' and intriguing stone and clay 
~, columns-often called hoodoos 
-and some of the most interest- 
ing stand in the Thompson 
Valley. 
A trip along the Trans-Canada 
Highway, from Chase to Lytton, 
with the occasional detour, will 
give you the opportunity to see 
more sculpted works of this 
~ature than any holiday in 
Europe. 
The only difference here is: in- 
stead of an ancient human arti- 
san" working the raw material, 
nature is the sculptor: instead 
of a chisel and mallet working 
marble or granite block, cliffs 
of stone or clay are worked by 
wind, rain and frost. 
Using materials deposited 
I0,000 years ago by melting 
glaciers, the drier climate be- 
came the artist. 
Summer winds, winter frosts 
and the occasional rain storm-- 
the area has less than 25 senti- 
metres of annual precipitation 
--continually carve the cliffs, 
creating a multitude of pinnacles 
and columns that excite the im- 
agination of anyone who has 
ever made castle~ in the sand. 
The most famous hoodoos in 
the area are spread through the 
valleys length. 
To the east is the tall, slender 
pillar of Pillar Lake, near the 
backroad between Chase and 
Falkland. 
HOMEMAKERS 
Practical Advice From Home Economists 
A GALA OF GLASS WORKS FOR YOUR KITCHEN 
How r~any uses for your glass containers can you find 
in this picture? Your kitchen is a veritable glassworks! 
Take a moment and count 
up the glass containers in 
your kitchen closets, refrig, 
erator and freezer. Surprised 
by the number? You have a 
veritable glassworks in your 
home! And glass works for 
you, too, doing double duty 
to make your life easter ana 
prettier. Here's how: 
Practical .Glassworks 
Take dinner, for exam. 
pie. It might include meat 
saace over pasta, salad with 
mushrooms, vegetables, gar. 
lic bread, fruit cocktail, and 
juice or wine. Buy your 
sauce, mushrooms; salad 
dressing, vegetables, fruit 
cocktail, juice and wine in 
glass containers. Since clear 
glass lets your eyes do the 
shopping, you buy just what 
you need--frashness, qual- 
ity, quantity and cut style-- 
avoiding those "what-did-I- 
buy"  surprises ~hen you 
open them at home. 
If i t~'a barbecue, make 
sure you've stocked up on 
jars of  barbecue sauce, 
ketchup, mustard, pickles, 
rel ishes, mayonnaise, soft 
drinks and beer. Who needs 
to dash out  for that last- 
minute purchase when the 
food's on the grill? Just pull 
it from the closet and refrig- 
eratcr ,  knowing that its 
flavor is locked in by one of 
.the most natural food pack- 
aging materials available. 
That insures pur i tyand 
taste. An'd resealing your 
jars fo? the next meal is a 
, snap. Just recapl You never 
have to change its container 
(that means less dishwashing 
later for you!). And there's 
-o waste. 
Cooking ahead? Left- 
overs  from yesterday's  
party? Store them safely in 
glass jars and tuck them in 
the refrigerator for the next 
night's nibble. 
• Cr/~ative Glassworks 
When your glass.con- 
tainers are empty, creat ive 
glassworks begin. Turn those 
jars from dinner into canis- 
ters. Keep your potato chips 
crunchy sealed tightly in 
jars. Safely store beans, 
cereals, nuts, f lours and 
coffee. Decorate the caps 
and identify them with your 
own 'hand-dssigned labels. 
How does your kitchen 
garden grow? In jars! Root 
clippings in water-filled glass 
containers. Then transfer 
them to larger jars covering 
the bottom with pebbles. 
Decorate your jars with 
rope or raffia or let them 
shine on their'own, hung 
from the window with 
transparent twine. 
Bring the beach to your 
k'itehen with sandscapea. 
Experiment with "differant 
layers of colored sand. 
Spot l ight  your rock or 
shell co l lect ions in glass. 
Place them front-center on 
your kitchen table. 
Spice up your life with 
your own homemade spice 
rack. Glue tops to a piece of 
wood, screw in your jars 
and attach to a wall. 
A terrar ium? A vase? 
Candle creations? Yes, and 
all from the same containers 
that helped make your 
dinner,fresh, *flavorful and , 
eeonomiea!~ , 
E!= _'~" . ~ . - .•  ' 
• ~ ~- :  -- . 
Richard the Lionhearted spent less than a year of his 
reign in England, 
The gravel road parallels the 
Trans-Canada Highway, but on 
the north side of the South 
Thompson River, between Chase 
and Kamloops, passes along the 
bottom of cliffs that play host 
to hundreds of picturesque clay 
columns. 
The cliffs along both the 
shore~ of Kamloops Lake are 
carved in many places into a 
maze of multi, colored pinnacles. 
This clay-and-gravel hoodoo islocated in the Deadrnan Valley north oi" 5avona. 
The river from Savona to 
Lytton passes through a deep 
canyon in spots which have also 
been artistically carved by 
nature. 
The colors are breathtaking, 
varying from deep red through 
gold, orange, brown and cream 
to slate black, 
The most photographed 
hoodoo i all stands on the hill- 
side about 5.:5 kilometres east of 
the mill at Savona. 
Thousands of picture post- 
cards have been sold showing 
this 20-metre, stone-capped 
pyramid. 
Known locally as the Balanc- 
ing Rock, it resembles an 
eighteenth century soldier with 
a tri-cornered cocked hat. 
The balancing rock is less 
than a half-hour's walk from the 
highway, ifyou are interested in 
a closer look. 
Park your vehicle off the road- 
way opposite the skeet range. 
5.2 kilome!res east of Savona. 
and follow the pair of tire tracks 
down toward the lake, gradually 
angling eastward. 
You will soon spot the stone- 
capped column on the north side 
of a gully that angles across the 
slope in the direction of Kam- 
loops, at the east end of the lake. 
A fairly good trail leads right 
down to the stone soldier and, 
with a little bit of effort, you 
can work yourself into a good 
picture-taking position. 
There are many similar works 
of nature's artistry throughout 
the valley. , 
A trip on a rubber aft down 
the river or via Canadian Pacific 
or Canadian National railways 
will reveal others not visible 
from the highway. 
An important point o remem- 
ber is that the hoodoos on the 
Thompson are a fragile re- 
minder of the semi.desert 
climate. 
Treat them with respect so 
that others may also be able to 
look at them. 
.arsh Wor 0 tJ.arshWor0 < 
• 40 YEARS OF CO.OPERATIONIN CONSERVATION 
For 40 years Ducks Unlimited (Canada) has been 
(:o-operating with Canadian landowners and govern- ' 
ments, who pr~)vide long-term, no-co'st leases, to 
create, restore and preserve quality habitat for 
waterfowl. "Over $,48 million, generated mainly in 
the United States, had been invested to develop 
more than 1400 waterfowl projects, involving some 
2.6 million acres of' prime wetlands ;~nd more than 
lO,O00 miles of productive shoreline. DU proji~cts 
• also provide direct benefits fo many other wildlife 
species, to the agricultural community, and to 
anyone who simple enjoys nature. 
Ducks Unlimited (Canada) 
1495 Pembina Hwy. Winnipeg. Man. R3T 2 E2 ~ 241 - '7a 
RED OSIER DOGWOOD (Cornus stolonifera) - Found" 
across Canada, this attractive shrub has smooth red 
bark. In spring, small white flowers bloom which 
form white berries; these are much sought after 
by birds such as robins, thrushes and catbirds. In 
fall, the leaves turn datrk red, but before reaching 
this stage, take on various patterns in greens, 
yellows and reds.' This shrub likes damp locations 
and grows to considerable size, spreading from the 
roots to form a maze of interlocking brnnches and 
stems. "B" shows a typical two-color patterned leaf. 
Ducks Unlimited (Canada) 
1495,Pembina Hwy, Winnipeg, Man. R3T 2E2 ~ 242 - 78 
f 
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TOURISTALK 
FROM TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA 
,. FA IR  WEATHER AHEAD 
By Shirley Guth 
June 5-11/1978 / ,. 
June's forecast: wanning temper- 8:,45 a.m. at the Queen's: Park 
attires, fair days-r-in pran~tically Arenex. Massed bands keep toes 
every town. tapping; a beer tent, whistles wet. 
Like Nanaimo's Medieval Fair, It's a toss-up when men compete 
June 1.1; when merry days--rand..at tossing the cuber and women at 
, knights--live again at the Crow and tossing the hagus. Other gamesman- 
Gate Pub grounds south of town. ship highlights pillow fights on a bar 
Lords and ladies cheer on authenti- six feet off ~e ground and the ras- 
cally-dressed jousters and their sing bf the' "56 Weight Over the 
More fun gets cooking at the 
"Capt• Cook" parade Saturday 
morning. Log-bucking.and-rolling, 
tree-climbing and ladies' nail-driv- 
ing contests follow at the n .oonLog- 
gers' Sports• 
A visitor may win a Reno trip at 
the Community Hall's Saturday 
night dance-casino. If not, there is 
always Sunday's water-skilng de- 
monstration on the lake and kite- 
flying at Kiwanis Park. 
Still other festivities this week: • 
Vernon: "Creative Chaos", June 
9-11. Some excellent buys at the 
Okanagan's largest craft show as 
100 artists ell their products. "All 
are high-quality. Visitors can expect 
bargains df at least one-third off 
store prices," says an organizer. 
Billed a "family affair", it' in- 
mounts; archery and falconry test Bar." eludes a Creative Comer to amuse 
every yeoman's mettle. AI/old-fashioned Ceilidh Satur- children while parents enjoy per- 
Browse among craft booths, day'eveningwarmsupwithScottish forming artists--barbershop quar- 
Sample medieval foods: pasties; dancers, pipers and singers, Games tets, fiddlers, choirs, bands and 
tarts aqd barbequed meats. In the admission is $2; dance, $4. dancers. "Chaos" occurs at the 
evening, an authentic, medieval , Up  the sunshine coast: lively arts Recreation Centre, 10 a.m. to 9 
. ,  guine~/-hen-and-tmut feas ! no forks " in Puwell River. The chrtain goes up p.m.; Sunday, neon to 6 p.m. 
or spoons allowed. The middle ages on prize-winning dramas, comedies Gilangcolme "Capt. Cook" Fan 
resume at 10 a.m. , 
Bathtubs mean good, clean fun 
at the Ganges "Capt. Cook" Sea- 
caper, June 9-11. 
Capers start on land Friday night 
with a Teen Disco dance," and a 
"Capt. Cook" parade Saturday at 
10 a .m.  
At 11:30 a.m., it's the bathtub 
races at Ganges harbor's four- 
and musicals at the Provincial Days, June 9-1 i. A "Capt. Cook" 
Drama Festival, June 6-10. parade Saturday morning kicks offa 
On stage, twice each evening, are 
"the best amateur theatricals you'll 
ever see," says an organizer, in- 
cluding "Godspell" and "Gamma 
Rays and Their Effect on Man-in- 
the-Moon Marigolds". 
Tourists with only a night o spare 
should choose Saturday,Honors 
fun weekend: a midway; Scottish, 
Hawaiian, Chinese, Japanese and 
Spanish dancers; teen and adult 
dances; a pet show; a pancake 
breakfast; a bingo-and-beer garden. 
It's at the Juan de Fuca Recreation 
Centre, a few kilometres west of 
Victoria. 
kilometm course; pit stops at the Nightmwhen three picks-of-the- 
Grog Garden and Saturday even- week are presented. Tickets for the 
tag's clam/oyster bake and lamb/ performances at the Recreation 
pork berbeque mean delicious re- Complex on Joyce Avenue are 
. fueling. After a Sunday-mo~ing $3'.50 (Honors Night, $4.50). Re- 
pancake breakfast, ry to stay on top Sei've at 485-2891.. 
: of 'things in the. Walk-On-Water Good eating at Lake Cowichan's 
contest. ~ 'Celebrations', June 9-11: a salmon 
Fun andHIghlandGames in New barbeque'on Friday evening, a free 
Westminster, June 10, when High. pancake-and-sausage breakfast 
land-dancing, bag.pipihg and Scot- Saturday morning, and chicken bar- 
fish-drumming competitions start at bequ¢ Sunday afternoon. 
Elkford's Alpine Days, June 
7-1 i. B.C.'s beautiful Alpine-like 
peaks are' the seei~ic backdrop for 
festivities. "Ca-t Co . . . . . .  . . . . . .  ". e. u~ paraae, 
cran ~a,r, aance, games, beer garden 
and pancake breakfast. The Recrea- 
tion Centre is the place, 35 
kilometres north of Sparwood on 
Highway 4. 
B.C. fairs--friendly places to 
visit in the spr ng, when Jane comes 
in like a festival. 
I/ 
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• -What kind of day  will 
tomorrow be? To find out What 
the stars ay, read the forecast 
8ivan .e,r your birth Sign. 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) ~"-4~ 
Reflexes, intuition and 
business acumen ah0uld be keen 
now. Espeelully favored under 
day's influences: reeeareh, 
merchandising, all business 
scoRPiO nt , ,~  
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 23) 
• Patience will he needed in a 
few tricky spots but day, on the 
whole, has a big potential. 
Avoid undue haste, anxiety. 
You CAN deliver the goods. 
SAGm,  RIUS ~=;~. 
( Nov. 13 to Dec. 21 ) q~.  
Several chances to do better 
than usual. Take advantage of 
all worthwhile opportanlties. A
good period in which to 
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. . . . .  a lso excel as an actor, la~_~.__~P~#_~Ls . . . .  I I~VE.RY~-THJ"G V;l.l lmY--~-, I I  f~ ,ceo  ~y,, I tTO~Ircli~!W/~#1i~/il~// , 
, TH~ SP /~Lo lm~IEP  = WEB-L INE .  ZM XMYNRZ OUVBI  XMYNEZ NA VOH'A  LIBRA • i I L l~e  musidan, sclentlsi, bwmtoror I ~ , ~ ' ~ - , I  I'~,,.=Y,~,,,, " ~ ~ . : - I ,  ~\w~.~.~.~;pj ~" ' -~ i~K ' l ' l : / , !  
( ,%pL~Ato0¢t.23).- . .~/~ novelisLBlrthdateof: Tbemus l~m°~/'~Pa"-/ . . . . . . . .  xl Lpr~#NNIN~TO'"_~: .~/ , , ,~ . . I I  l l i t~__~-~l  [O~._~Y_~__ ~/ ' f} /  I~11 
DADOR ADEHOZ UOIB Sear(~lnafor.offi~P.atavenuee Hardy, author;' Sir Edward k%~ .,,~v/pR/" /'. F~-~"~'w 1 r~. .~ , , - - , - ,~ i~_ . . ( :~!  .~i~l v ,  i.,,..i 1~,~=,~,~,~}~%' ~_t,i 
Yesterday's Cryptoqufp -- CANTATAS ARB CONTRA. towardaddevom~teeuldlead Eigar, composecf Pope Plus X; [m~'~ [ °~N,,TV~I..A~ I [ l~"w~~~ ~...:~°~\\~l i 11 ~!  "~1 tl I( "1 LYPle'~-O')~(~w,~ffdl~ i 
INDICATED AT HOT HOOTENANNIES. youastray now. Do the best you 3ohany Weiumuller, noted I ~ <:~ L~,~ ~O~:~ I ~ " ~  .. " ~ ,4~ ~ ~  ~ .~ I ~ JE ;~_ .  / ~ 1 ~  ~" If~ 
©l~sK~r~.msy~m.~, can in your own fleld and gulus swimmer and film" star I ~ \ -~ J .~ J  ~ ~ ~ : ; Y \ V d ~  ~"lL.~i~%'~_ ~1 N ~ } ~ / ~  .l&-'~ 
Today'sCryptoqu/pdue • V equulsT will be yours. ("Tarzan")• ~ " : "  , 
1%eCllqlZl~q|~isaslmplesul~itoti0n~inwhlcheach I 
vowels. SolutionbaccompKshedbylx/alanden'or. ~ ~ " . ~ . " : /  /M//I/~ //\ " ,~  ~ .  
• o 
F~T~PPED._______~_, RLce CUST/~RDs~:. "" ," - - - ; : - - ,  .~ ;  .,, 
4 cups milk 
2 : cups cooked rice 
% cup flour 
½ cup sugar 
V~ teaspoon salt 
4 eggs, slightly beaten 
1 teaspoon vanilla extract 
Topping* 
TERRAUE ' ~ ~ ' - ,, . . . . . . . . .  I REGISTER I 
IMm,s  ,0, ,0. , . , .  I 
ALI.E¥s LEAGUES liOWt" 
_. DEAJt ABBY: My Wife died 18 months ago, and this lady"  q llc. 
• I~  |-terea~ou ;- has been a widow for.three ~e, .  We. " ' 
a k~,w each other "way hack when.",I'm 66 and t i~  lady is "~- i  ~ T'W~, T~'T~ ~ Y~ 
W~0re  I renew our klends~;p, I'd like to ask you u few [ ~ ~J~ '  WA~A .~ "~/  
qnee~ons. Shoe her husband ied, she's had several men ~_____ ,  
stayin~ with hor (one at a thne}in her one.hodroom trailer, v 
I~e also hoard that she has v~ted an old farmer at his . 
farmhouse (just the two' of them)for days e ta  time. . _  
Last week she headed for Colorado with another old 
buddy in his caroler truck. She said she planned to deep in 
too_top on the way, and he would deep in the truck; she 
didn t say where they would sleep once they got to 
Colorado. • '" ".' 
N.ow,.Abbx, I ~n ' t  want to marry a woman who hl l  a bad " - ' - - . - - -~-  
repulauou. Sne s the talk of ~ little toi~, but she Is 
really a very ldah~ass lady and everybody likes her. 
. Whatts your advice? - ' DOONESBURY r " 
~t~Ks ,  ~Lu - 
T,N<~ A RAIN C.+I~,K:• 
| .~  . 
FRANK IN. FLORIDA 
I z ~ ~ , ~ . ~ l l ~ ~ r ~  It  ~ "  I I  
DEAR FRANK: It seem almost a d~erdea to the I. ~emw ~u~n~l  I~:AS~P- J~r  ~J~ I I /WAT~O)~J ~ I I O~z  s~e!~'  
I a~0~P~ eereele~x/CS~el I ~A~er /~sr  w y~S~y I . _mmmunlty o take thls i l l l g  s~Ingor out of elreulallon-ff ' 
.indeaedeed you co~& But ff you regard thk woman ne a 1t ~urr_Av ~o~N+7~sz~wl I ~o~64~eTm.s4~(~c~[ i  I ~ / /~T/~r  / / '~U~ I I ~ZA~ AMINIR 
• ld~.d~lp~_,"aya~wicolcoMdatveyouwoMdf~dlon ; POSS/O~y 4 ,~.~47t r  t I {2N~(r#o~(wP~J~.  I I Z~,4R~r/N ~X~.LY  I I L~RSW~? / r ~  
dasfear~nd~ourvbdonhm~toogooCeH~or. " ; ~../  ~#r~o.  I I~ ,~x~raxv~, /  I . I /W~w/~.~ ~oX~J !  I I  I ' 
e..p~, eut ;  Uve alone, bnd have a problem that I imagine 
omer ~ ~ is  who "ve alone must have. (I am 20 and 
am an~b~ myee~ for 'mar ry . )  
W~P my date ~l,~;,s me home, ~d we say i ~ ~ ' J ~ [  
gocd-'n~ht • i " -~e  tubby' where ~ dcormun' n~t  ~ l  ~ ~  
_wa~mun ud  tenanto can wash Us? ~ e~d, I  ~k  my 
.date to wane me to my u p~nent  door and say gcod-~ght 
mere? ~ chord I ; -~to him W step |"to my apar~nent to
•W•n -n~ht? first moved here, I let my date step into my 
spar tmeut o thank him for the lovely eventug and it ended 
up..Inu o~-h~ wreeflin~ mateh. I llnda torrlSle ti~ ~ ¢ ~ ~  
Keotmg rla O! 41un. ,, 
Please answer soon M I have no mother to ask. 
SAVING MYSELF IN TULSA i- 
DE/LR ~qVING: A ski's date should alwa(ya pe her 
safely to her door. Donq ~llow anyone to "step hudde" ff 
you have any doubts about how he wnl behave once he'a 
badde. Even the moat Papered S4kle sometimes mkJudae a 
mlm, so should you fled yourself with the "wrestUn~" type, 
don~ say "goo~n~ht"--~y "GOOI~BYEI" 
Scald the milk. Add rice• Blend flour, sugar, and 
salt. Add scalded milk, stirring unti l  smooth.  
Cook about 5 minutes over medium heat. St i r  a 
l itt le hot milk mixture into the eggs. Blend all 
into mi lk mixture and cook about I minute. Add 
vanil la• Turn into a greased 7'~ = 12 x 2- inch 
baking dish and bake at 300 ° for 40 minutes.  
Cool  s l ight ly before spreading with Topping*.  
, %. 
by Garn, Tr.dm, 
.o  
*TOPPING 
2 cups sifted confectioners' sugar 
1/. teaspoon salt 
3 tablespoons milk 
2 ounces melted unsweetened chocolate 
2 tablesp6ona melted butter or merge- 
Pine 
~/~ • teaspoon vanlllaextract" 
Y* CuP chopped nut meats 
Beat sugar, saltl and milk together. Add choco- 
late" butter, and vanilla, Blend well, Spread over 
rice custard; sprinkle with nuts. Allow to set be- 
fo.re cutting. Makes 10 servings. 
"t//j~ 
DEAR ABBY: f am a 17,year-old 8trl who hue  very 
: unhappy home life. My folks have been flahth~ ever since 
, ' : I can remember. They treat me like dirt, and I wane to toll 
you, it is mbershla nd rotten. 
/ .  ~ , f .  ~.~ - . . -  ~ boy~land, Brad, is 18, and he cemee from a home 
. " ~/Y~.~.. ~/ / . -<  , - _ -~;~ ;.-/7:~.._/--7J that a e_v,n rottoner, i t  there is anch • word. Il is,follm . t  
~I~___ ,~ -~ 2..=---a--~ .~-~90 ~ __~ ,~ i~ ' , . I k=d has hoe- ~, -y  a hour me ever since 7N 
~ ~ ~  grade and we are thinkin8 of gottlag married when ho 
8raduates fxon~_ldah school in June. He plans to work days 
The North Magnetic Pole was discovered by Sir James atasarago andgo to trade schoolfor mechanics at nJaht. 
He e real good with care and,motors. 
Clark Ross, a Scottish, polar explorer, in 1831. ShouldlqultschqolandsetajobwhenBradgraduates? 
I'd have only'a year t~ 8o, and could finish later. We 
wouldn t have much money, but we wouldn't need much, 
~ ~ . ~ , - p ~ ~ .  ~ . _ t-  _C~. ]_~~.~~~-~ _ :=7 ~ You.and st least we'd have each other. I need, advice.. Thank . 
jj,. ~.~- ~ . . . . . . . . .  . " . , TEARS ON bIy PILLOW 
p\lli~" . T,.~. " -  / ;  " ' ,~L~~ - "' DEAR TEARS. DOUT ~ marriage as an eneuso to got 
~ : / - - ~  ,~_.~_i =: -=_~ ~ out of the honee-no matter how "miserable" It bl. I urge 
you to ~ lIIiill school while you have the ~llli~. The 
Some say if a moth flies towards you, you will rasalve km-ter" you meuflou rarel.v comes. C ld l~en ummdly do, 
a letter. L ' . inetemL " 
19)B Un~.o l  Prm Sp~<a~e ii 
"Been her e long, Pop?" '~Nhst?" 
o. 
] 
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Music, drama featured in 
CBC summer  season 
OTTAWA (CP) -- A new 
popular music variety show 
:-ore Halifax and an ex- 
ension of the widely- 
~cclaimed BHtiah situation 
drama series Duchess of 
)uke Street raise the curtain 
~'hursday night on the CBC. 
TV network's summer 
schedule. 
~e Halifax show, deliber- 
ately misspelled by the C~C 
.~ Denny's She, with an 
,st,~isk in place of the "w," 
eatures Denny Doherty, 
,vho w~s lead singer with 
The Mamas ~nd The Papas 
in the 1960s. 
Doberty recorded 13 half- 
hour  programs with euch 
popular stars as Murray 
McLauchlan, Ken Tobias, 
Salome Bey and Moe Koff- 
man. There's already talk of 
doing another 13 for next 
summer if the series makes 
a mark on the viewer charts. 
Since The Mamas and The 
Papas broke apart, Doberty 
has rattled around Los 
Angeles and New York, 
producing one of two records 
and doing a show (/r two. But 
it is only in Denny's Sho that 
he has had such exposure 
since the 1960s. 
Michelle and John 
Phllllpa--the last remaining 
members of the group along 
with Dohorty since the death 
of Mama Case Elliot in 
London in 1974--are featured 
in the first edition of the new 
show. 
After Denny's Sho 
Thursday night, Gemma 
Jones returns as Louisa 
• Trott~, the Duchess of Duke 
e 
Street, for the first of 16 
hour-long episodes. 
This is the stow-said to 
be a true one--of a London 
scullery maid who learned 
such skill as a cook that the 
thin Prince of Wales, later 
King Edward VII, was 
captivated hy her food, her 
looks and her body. He set 
her up in a hotel in Duke 
Sti'eat in London, catering to 
the aHstoeratic trade only. 
~~.~j~i ; i ; ? i " ! i i~ :  ~" -. :; : ~.~i.';'>:i". " ,-:~o 
BUSINESS DIREOTORY 
30 Ton Truck. Hydraulic Cranes-20 Ton R.T. m S KEENA VALLEY  
BOB NI ESH - O4-6203 Prince Rupert J  RENTALS,,9. 
SKEENA CRANE l Most Anything -Most Anytime For LT.II I CONTRACTORS-INDUSTRY-INDIVIDUALS 
SERVIOES , I Hours:  Man.  - Sat. 0-6 
TERRACE 638 1555 ~no= =s~'~ 4946 Greig Avenue 
• ' J U I~U' I I I I  l , Phone635.74,7 
TOOVB  II KITCHEN CABINeTS°VANIT|IESI~IN'STALLA'rION' 
• SERVICE j m . .ou~o,ooooN,.,- •
I K ,A~ °°°  
,n~RCURYCANA~E,~ TURE YIMAHA J J J~TC.HEN 
(out%.r~ DOLMAR I " BRAD RI~ESI= 
mo ") (chain l aws)  , I l ,...,.,o,n i~  ABINETS 
Hours: Man.- Sat. 0-*; I i ::,','~:o~:,u.%.c.v=~=" .o." -M=.  
• Dealer Llcence ' l BUS. a64.1488 4946 Grelg Number O=0,A 636-6929 ! I " "  " ' " "  ~RE~ ESTIMATES 
[ GLENN cA.o. , I  ...,,..s..,.,,. ! 
| 3092HWY. 16EAST, WALLY  LEFEBVRE I 
TERRACE B C.. ' PH N " I ' , . : . I " "  . .Call evenings 63S.4~00 I 
I VgG3N5' " O E (~4)635-3863 [ I - ~ .  ~ J ~  " FREE ESTIMATES , 
~e and try our excellent e.eo..--o.. 
rn ported meats, I 
• I ; s  , '  "° ' '~ 
~,~ .~ '  ~ ~"~' ~ cheeses and l 
FACIALS  . PEDICURE demicacies. I 
HAIRCONDIT IONING MANICURE N ~'~i  ! ~:~~ ' • 
STYL ING HOTWAX DEP ILAT ION Nor th land  Deft .... 
(NO CUTT ING)  .' ' -,~ : , J , '  (1918) Ltd. 
No.12-3624 Ka lum St . .  Phone 635-4788 .......... :~ : 
(Sunnyhi l l  T ra i le r  Park )  e 4623 L ~ ~  
Te lex  047-85586 (604)635-7163 ' TERRACEANSWERING BUREAU . 
638-8195 
/I/Id~lkan, N~N .' , 
,~,NSWE RI NG 
MoEIhanney Assooiates : PAGING OR 
Oonsullin80ivil Engineers . MONITORING 
British Oolumbia Land Surveyors SERVICES 
24 HOUR SERVICE  
20S-4630 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Canada V8G 1S6 " 4603-D Park  Avenue, Te;;race, B.C. VOG lV$ 
SUZUKI .Ihtoroyoles and 
aooelsories in stock NOW] , ,MR, BUSINESSMAN!  
~ .... Thm SpaDe Is Reserved 
T e r r a C e  Lid. q P [' ' For Your Ad, 
4539 Grelg - 635.6384 
Dealer No. 01249A ,SUZUKI  GOES ~-~.D~ANCEI  
]~ady-Mix  -3936 SAND* ,~ 
636 GRAVEL 
CONCRETE 4434 LAKELSE AVE,  
I . . . . . . . . . .  . . , . . , , . c ,  TOPSOIL . 
i 0UST01i enNORET.E r#gD. 
[ "Sand, Gravel, Drain Rook  636-6767 or 638-1M9 
I I  
Oall us at 636-6367 9 to 6 
NARDWARE STORES 
GORDON 
AND 
ANDERSON 
/ "T V. GUIDE 
:mm mmmmmmam ? l//i:iJ:/:m: u:j e : : : :  ::::&:m :d:o:: ::tj:e.mmmmmmmmmmmm  
l~ursday, June I ,6 p.m. - midnight 
• CFTK BCTV KCTS -' 
I i ml "gO | Newlywed | FIInstones News I Mister I 
J k ~lS |,Game | FIIntsones Hour i Rogers | 
I _ [] :30 I News • [Mary Tyler News | Electric l I v :,~ IN- - ,  , |Moore ._ Hour I Company _J 
! ~ lb  :gO | News I Hourglass Cont. - . , | _Zoom " I 
I L :15 I News I Hourglass Cont. J Loom | 
I n :3o I News l Hourglass Cont.. I: Over I 
I v :45 [News I Hourglass I ~asy .I 
l "~-,:-Oo I Seattle I Love . Fish , "l N~,cNell | 
l i ;~s l Tonight ' l Boat Fish , I Lenrer I 
I ~ :30 I Match I Love. Grand old I No, . | 
I " :45 IGamep.m.  / Boat Country I Honestly I 
| d "00 J Evergreen / Duchess of The Waltons J Movie I 
I V : 15 I Express / Duke St. L The waltons I Tunes of J 
I ~ :30 JEvergreen I Duchess of I The Waltons J Glory J 
I v :~ IExpress I Duke St. I The Waltons I Cont. 4 
I ~ I~ .go I James at I Thurs. Night I H. Hutchinson J Cont. J 
l U ~.Is 116 l Movie I Show I Cont. l 
I " . - - - '1 :30  I James i .The I Soap l Animation I 
'1 " V :45 I at 16 i Executioner i Soap | Festival I 
4 A :go Class o~ i George I Baretta / The Two I 
i I I  • :15 'd5 - I Peppard J Baretta i Ronnles J 
i • [] :30 Class . | Cont. J Biret ta  / Cinema: i 
~11 V :45 of 'Be . '  | Cont. Bi ret ta  l B.C. I 
V I l l  I l l  "00 News JThe CT / O~ck I 
i i :15 News / National J News | Covefl ' J 
I I 13G Tonight l Night I News Hour I Turnabout I 
i i :45 ~ow /F ina l  Final _ JTurnabout J 
I l l  A :go Tonight / Secret . Late / Sign Off / 
I --'B ;IS Show . l Army " Show I I 
• ~ :30 Tonight " i Part Lydia Bailey / / 
i :45 Show. l.Three ] Oa,e Robertson / / 
' • , " 10 a.nl. - 6 p,m. 
I t  ~ .gO The New /Friendly Jean .Electric" 
• I • • ~15 High Rollers Giant Connem Company 
i i i :30 Wheel of Mr. Definition Two Cents " 
i V :45 Fortune Dressup Definition Worth 
d d"  "00 Card Sesame Kareen's Art 
• 1 1 :15  Sharks . Street • Y,Ogs~ ~Ov rt . 
/ ! , :3o  Gong Sesame . our . er 
l iD abe .;45. Show Street, Move ,-asy 
e l  X .nn , Hollywood" I Dream Noon Eledrlc 
J "~  ~ Squares of Jeannle News • Company 
i I :3o Days of Ryen's Movie Inside 
i ~ :45. Our Lives Hope uuel , Out 
i • uays ot ... , .go - -  " Bob Dennis Zebra Wings 
' ' "16 Our Lives McLean weaver Music Place 
:30' The-- w"-b Cont. Measure 
I I :45 Doctors McLean Cont. Up " 
• 00 Another Hollywood Another Bread and 
I I  :15 World . Squares World Buflerflles 
l ;3o Another Edge of ' ..~ ot h.e r Making 
• 45 World Night woria Music ~ ~m.mm.~-~m.m~ ~ .,_'~J~ " j~  _ ~ 
" . .  • ~- .  ~.c ~,un apeaKout :00 Movie  ' . " =uW~ u, . . 
/~  "15 Big Night Hamel Speakout ! 
• u,_,. Alan VII a ' _1  :30 Circus nlgrl : . 
, i :45 Victor " Hopes Hamel Alegre 
• as . .go ~uL,*.r. Take I Lucy " Sesame 
' A '  : IS,  Red Thir ty ' ,  ' I'Show ~r~t  
AF_iL :30 Buffons Klahanle J Emergency ame 
- l r  :45 . . . .  ,Klahanle L Emergency Street ,,,- 
niiillllllililllllilnlllmlnlllllmn[]llinlmilllnllllll g lml  
[] . 't • 
• " ' " 1 ' • 
• , . , [] 
m ' • []
• Sh  "m : Horse Des 
I1'  '" - -  " I ~ ~" 
i ' * • [] , ' I ' • 
| _ , ' . i a ss o • 
$22.98i ,,.., ) i : 1lifo. R  ed, t ' 
i I . , [] 
j$2S, 98 ] $3,44 '! 
Lm!lmmmnllnn,iilnmmiimnmmmmmmmmimimnmmmmm nmnmmmi[]nlmmnnmm a 
Gordon .and Anderson Ltd. 
StOre Hours: 
( ' l  R (~ Tues.,Sat, 9a.m.-5:3Op.m. 
Friday 9a.m.-9p.m. 
OLOSEDI MONDAY 
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